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Abstract

Analog to Digital Convelte-,.s operating in the microwave frequency are neecled in digital

telecommunications, optical data transmission systems and real time signal processors.

The fastest ADC repolted using BìCMOS technology can operate at 650M samples per

second ancl offers 8-bit resolution. The high power dissipation is the ma,in drawback of

using bipolar silicon technology. The progress of scaling silicon devices is limited by both

the clevelopment of process technology and the fabrication equipment. Thus,, a low po\ryer'

high speed ADC using silicon technology is not possible at the present time. On the other

hand, Gallium Alsenide technology is vely promising for high frequency operation with

lower po\Mer consumption. A Gallium Arsenide ADC opelating aI 2.2 GHz has been re-

ported, howerreL it only ofiers 5-ltit resolution, which limits its use to a srnall number of

applications. Designing a high speed and high accuracy ADC using GaAs involves many

complex issues, the two majol obstacles limiting the accuracy are offset and hysteresis.

Therefore, the main objective in this resealch plogram is to aclch'ess these important issues.

Among many existing techniques of ADC design, a subranging architectule is selected

primarilv for its simplicity and high speed potential. The problem of a long sampling time

neeclecl in a conventional "input voltage sampling" scheme is eliminated by the use of a

"refelence voltage sampling" approach. MoLeover, a very simple feeclback structure and

input coupling capacitols ale acla,ptecl to perform an offset-flee conversion. In overcoming

the hysteresis proìrlems a "bootstrapping" technique is used to clamp the dlain-to-source

voltage of the transistols which are subject to hystelesis. This is normally perfolmed by

cascoding scherres fol hysteresis recluction. An ADC aimed at 8-bit and 1 GHz with a 1V

input tange and low powel consumption is designed. The optimum speed and accuracy

v11



compromise is achievecl by the choice of device parametels. The simulation results show

that the clesign can reach S-bit resolution at a late of 700M sarnples pel second, with

256mW power dissipation for the analog circuit. In addition, the use of small transistor

sizes makes the entir-e ADC lealisable on a 3mm by 3mm chip.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Electrical signals are geneïally divided into two categories: digital and analog ITEMES].

Analog signals caïry information by the use of current, voltage, charges and so on' It is a

conti¡uous function of the continuous time variable. For examples, audio amplifiers and

RC filte¡s are the circuits fol analog signals. Digital signals are r-epresented by a sequence

of numbels, typically codes in the form of binary digits ol bits. The information is in the

form of discrete values at discrete time interval. The example;i are com.puter CPUs ancl

digital fllters. Usually, different process technologies ate needed to fabricate analog and

digital ICs.

1-.1- An introduction to Analog to Digital Converter

The analog io cligital convelter (ADC) is an essential link between digital ancl analog

systems. It sarnples a continuous analog signai and convelts it to digital data at disctete

time inte¡val. This function is illustrated in figure 1.1. Depending on the alchitecture

1



chosen and the techniques used in the clesign of an ADC, clifferent configurations can be

included in the circuit. Following subcircuits are normally used;

o a quantizer which consists from one to 2N comparators to converter an analog signal

to digital data.

¡ a r.eference voltage generator to create the voltage levels for the quantizer to compare

to input signal.

o sample ancl hold cilcuit which is usually placed in front of the quantizer to provide

static input voltage. It is also used in pipelined architecture to hold the voltage

transferled from the plevious stage.

o digital encode-,-s to encode the digital data received from the quantizer to output

cligital worcl.

o logic and clock genelators to provide control signals and internal clocks.

o multiplexer and sul¡tlactol to genelate residual voltages for pipelined cornparators.

o digital to analog converteLs to provide intermecliate voltage for the quantizer.

¡ self calibration circuits to eliminate ertors.

The performance of an ADC is assessed with following frgures of merit.

o lesolution or bit count, which is the bit number of the digital output

o bandwidth of operation, this is clefinecl by the unit gain frequency.

2
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Figure 1.1: Basic A/D Converter

. power consurnption, which is the product of the supplied power and the total current

consumed.

o linearity, which is the mea,snre of the difference between ideal convelsion and the

o maximum sampling rate, which is the highest nurnber of samples the input can

cletect in unit time.

o maximum input clynamic ïange, which is the input voltage range that the circuit

can operate properly

Based on the area of applications, various emphasis in the specifications are required

HoweveL, the rnost distinct items of the specification are resolution and sarnpling rate.

Sampling late can be expressed as "M samples per second (Ms/s)" or "MHz" oL "M

conversions per second". The resolution is expressed as "N output digital bits" or "1

LSB : nV" together with the full input scan range. Following the recent improvement

real

.t
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in the speed of cligital signal processing, the demand for high speed ADCs also increases.

In the application of low resolution ADCs, optical transmission links require a sampling

rate fr.om 2.4 GHz to 10 GHz. Satellite transmissions and logic analysers require ADCs

with two to fi.ve bit resolution at one to two GHz rate. For medium resolution appli-

cations, nuclear instrurnentation and wide input bandwidth oscilloscopy demand 4-6 bit

resolution at I-2 giga samples per second. General purpose ADC, identification radar

systems and video systems require higher resolution (6-3 bit) at a rather lower late (0.1-1

GHz) [LtrP][NABER].

1..2 ADC architectures in silicon

Since the analog to digital converters (ADC) have been developed and used for a long

time, the techniques usecl to design ADCs are very well established. Depending on the

application, different types of ADC are chosen to fulfill the requirements of accuracy,

speecl or cost. In this chapter, five main types of ADC archjtectures will be discussed

lHoEsl.

I.2.1 Flash converter

The most straight folwald type of ADC, flash converters or parallel A/D converters, are

commonly acceptecl as the architecture which consumes the least time in conversion' Fig-

ure 1.2 shows the structule of a N-Bit flash converter in which one comparatol is used for

each quantisation level. A cornparison cycle can be completed in one step. That facili-

tates sampling rates of hunclreds of mega samples per- second possible. Mean while, both

4
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Figule I.2: A flash converter

the analog and digital parts of the ADC are simple and straight forward. The possible

errors result from the reference voltages and the comparators. However, this architecture

requires 2N comparatols for its quantizel to carry out the comparisons and a large number

of logic devices to encode the lesults at the comparators outputs. Therefore, the large

input capacitance of the quantizer will cause more difficulties in designing a S/H circuit

in front of it. Mor-eovel) the ovel all power and area needed makes flash impractical for

high speecl ancl high accuracy applications

L.2.2 Pipeline Converter

Othel than flash convertels, the Pipeline ADC is another alternative for vely high speed

applications. It takes one input sarnple in each clock period and continuously generates

the results at the output N clock periods later'. Once the pipeline is full (initial N clock

latency) one conversion can be done each clock cycle. Fig 1.3 is a sample of pipeline ADC

5
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v(1) :Vin + v(2) +

S/H

+Vr
b1(MSB)

Vr

Figure 1.3: A pipeline analog to digital converter

In this architecture N comparators ale used for a N-Bit conversion. In the first period I{,

is sampled and compared with the level of the most significant bit (MSB). The result will

be used to decicle a positive or a negative reference voltage I/, sent to the second stage

Then 14" will be multiplied by two ancl surnmed to the +V or -7, before the comparison

for the second MSB.

At the same tirrre the fir'st compara,tor samples another input voltage and performs the

conrpalison for the MSB of the new I\,. The process calries orr until the least significant

bit (LSB) is comparecl and the lesult of N logic bits can be obtained flom the N com-

parators. The following equations expless the opelations mathematically

v (r) : v,"

-V <:V" 1: IV

V(k + r) :2V(k) + (-t)å-%

0

6



b¡,

1 if y(k) >o

o if y(k) <o

Y(¡/) : 2N-'(U" * D eÐb*2-kv.)
N-1

lc=7

In this circuit, N sample and holds (S/H) are needed fol N comparison stages in addition to

a large number of shift registers used to equalise the bit delays. Errors can be introduced

fr-om the multiplication and summing cilcuits, especially if the err.'ors occrlr in the earlier

stages they will be car"ried and amplified in the lattel stages. This architecture is limited

to medium accuracy applications

L.2.3 Subranging ADC

The conversion using this type of architecture is also called serial-parallel conversion. It

takes 2N12 cortpalators ancl two clock periods to complete one comparison. In the first

period, 14, js compared with the full range of the reference voltage which is divided into

2Nl2 quantisation levels called coalse reference voltages, instead of 2N levels in flash con-

velters. The result is processed to determine the voltage range to be used in the second

pedod where the voltage step between two coarse reference voltages in the first period is

further diviclecl inlo 2N/2 levels, those are called fine reference voltages.

Figule 1.4 shows the architecture of a subranging ADC in which a digital to analog

converter (DAC) may be included to provide the chosen level from the result of the first

comparison for the second compalison. A switch and resistor ladder combination can

7
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Figure 1.4: A subranging ADC

also serve the same purpose. This architecture uses less components than a fuli flash

ADC ancl the control circuit is much simpler than that of a pipeline converte-'' The error

sources of this cir.cuit are iirnitecl to the reference voltages ancl the compaÏato-'.'s' Thus'

the applications for higher lesoitttions are possible'

Due to the small input capacitance the speed of a subranging converter is depends on the

response of th.e comparators ancl the settling time of the fine reference voltages, whereas

the laÏge capacitive loacl is a d,raw back of flash converter-s. Subranging ADC is more

promising in high speed applications, though it takes one mole ciock perioc{'

L,2.4 Successive Approximation Converter

This kincl of conver..ter is one of the most commonly usecl ADC. It consists of a digital to

analog converter'(D/A) clecocle'- which generates reference voltages to compare with the

input voltage at the compalator', a LefeLence voltage source ancl a programmer which sets

ancl resets each bit of the D/A clecocier. Figure 1.5 shows the structure of a successive

8
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D/A programmer

Vin

Vod

Vr digital word

\

Figute 1.5: A successive-approximation converter

1\

approximation converter. Conversion starts from the MSB and successively tÏys a 'f in

each bit of D/A decoder. As each bit is triecl, the output of the D/A decoder v"¿ is

compared against the input v¡^. Ilv/inislarger thatvo¿, the'1'remains in that bit, and

a ,f is tried in the next bit. If voa is larger thanl[.n at the Nth bit, the'f is removed

from that bit. At the end of the process the digital word in the programmer is equivalent

to the sampled inPut voltage.

The conversion r-ate is limited by the successive trial of each bit. In addition, sufficient

time must be aliowed for the D/A decoder to reach its final value in each step, and enough

time is also needecl for the cornparatoL to Ìecover fi-om its plevious input. The accuracy of

this type of ADC is a function of the quantising er-rors, accura'cies of the D/A convettet,

voltage reference and the compar-ator. It can be used in low speed and medium accuracy

applications.

I



Vin
{

-Vr { >o

t¡
integrator

Figure 1.6: A dual slope conve'-te.-

L.2.5 Dual SloPe Converter

This architecture is usecl in low speed and high accuracy operations. Figure 1.6 depicts

the simplicity of this type of converter. It consists of an integrator' a comparator, a

voltage reference ald iogic. In the circuit the integrator is to integrate the input signal

and enable the irnmlnity to noise. Initially, the unknown analog input voltage is applied

to the integ¡ator- input for a pr-eset nurnber of clock pulses P. Then, the integratol input is

switclred to a r.efe.-ence voltage of opposite sign. In a number of clock puises M , the output

voltage of the integrator falls to 0 volt. Thus, the input voltage V¡n can be determined by

M
u V,n- P

If p is set to be equivalent to 2N where l/ is the bit count of the converter, then

v,lP equals to 1 LsB. Thus the input voltage v¡n can be expressed as a logic number

M. The conversion p¡ocess is extremely slow. However, the possible error soutces are

output
register

control logic
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high accuracyow speedlowsmallDual Slope

low speed medium accuracyhighsrnallSuccessive-appro.

high speed medium accuracymediumrnediumSubranging

speed medium accuracyhighmediumPipeline

high speed low accuracylowlargeFlash

APPLICATIONSCOMPLEXITYDEVICE COUNTARCHITECTURE

Table 1.1: The summarv of ADC architectures

limitecl to only the voltage reference and the comparator, which means very high accuracy

conversions can be achieved.

L.2.6 Summary of ADC architecture

The characteristics of above mentionecl ADC architectures are summarised in table 1.1.

The choice of the ar.chitecture depends on the application and its limitations. Normally,

speecl ancl accuracy are the majol inclicatols of the performance of an ADC and vely often

characteristics move in opposite clirection and compromises are required'

1.3 Efforts toward high speed and high accuracy

ADC

In the past clecacle a lot of efforts have been conclucted towarcl the development of high

speecl ancl high accuïacy ADC with low power consumption using CMOS and bipolar

pïocess techlologies. As cliscussecl in the previous section, successive approximation con-

11
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veïter can be used to clesign very high accuracy ADC. A 12 bit and a 15 bit ADC have

been reportecl by [LEE] using fold cascode comparator structure and by [PING] using

MOS integrator and exchanging capacitors. However, they achieved only 8 KHz and 12

KHz respectively, For high frequency opelation, flash, subranging and pipeline architec-

tures are usually selected.

These architectures can be implernented using either CMOS for its low powel consump-

tion ol bipolar for its high speecl. In addition to the choice of the architectule, some

factors must also be consicleled ìrefore a high performance ADC can be obtained. 1)

low powel consnmption at high operating frequency; 2) recluced kickback to the input;

3)aperture uncertainty less than 30 ps; 4) prevention of missing codes at high sampling

rate; 5) ovelcome clock jittel ancl glitches. IAKAZAWA]IINOLTE].

An 8 bit flash ADC using bipolar technology has been reported to achieve 400 MHz sam-

pling late IAKAZAWA]. In his design a quasi-glay-code technique is used to eliminate

carry elror, which is one of the majol problem associated with flash converter, without

the excess tirne taken to get an 8 bit output.

The use of bipolal falls sholt of the low powel consumption which CMOS can achieve.

IYOSH] points out in his papel that reducing the cu,.-lent used in a bipolar- ADC by

reducing the emitter size causes the cilcuit unable to rea,ch the aimed 8 bit lesolution.

Instead, he uses small transistors with thick field oxide to reduce capacitance, his design

reaches 8 bit lesolution at 40 MHz with 1.2W powel clissipation'

12



The foliowing examples clemonstrate that using CMOS enables low power consumption

for- high speed ADc. HoweveL, the large number of comparators and hence the input ca-

pacitance of flash architectur-e enhance the popularity of subranging ADC in high speed

applications. A 10 bit 5 Ms/s CMOS two-step flash ADC has been reported [DOER]'

This clesign introduces a sharing component scheme among the ADCs and DACs in the

circuit to elirninate matching problems associated with classical two-step flash'

Differential structure is vely oflen usecl in ADC design to cancel the problems of switch

charge injectio' and common mocle noise [PING]IDOtrR]. A new chopped-type cornpara-

tor with th-,-ee input ter-minals ancl offset cancellation is intr-oduced by IHOSO]' Using a

set of ca,scacle connectecl invelteLs ancl a feedback switch, his subranging and pipelined

ADC reach es 7 .4 bit lesolution ancl 20 MHz'

In orcler to p'edict the perfor-mance of the circuits with shrunk devices IDENN] ploposed

a constant fi.elcl scaling mociel. In which a reduction factor 1l is applied to ali physical

clirnensions ancl suppliecl voltage' Itnprovernents in speecl, power and powel speecl product

by the factors or K,1{2 ancl 1f3 r'espectively are preclicted.

IBtrRG] introcluce a combìnecl Voltage and ciimension scaling model based on the fact that

voltage ancl climensions are not usually scaled with the same factors' Two independent

factor are usecl for physical climensions ancl supplied voltage separately'

scaling models have been effectively irnplernentecl in the actual fablication of ICs for

years. Honevelr continuing this plocess far enough, lirnits will eventually be encountered

13



[solo] IHOtrN] iras studiecl the electlical limits including minimum energy for comput-

ing, electÏical breakd,own and punchthrough and wire and contact resistance'

There are different limits that exist for FET and bipolar devices' For FET, the built-in

potential needs to be cofirpensatecl by increasing channei doping, which will reduce the

mobility of cirarge carr..iers. As voltage is reduced, the thermal energy KTle gives the

device an increasing soft turn-on IDENN]. The signal to noise ratio restricts the minimum

supply voltage to 0.5V ISOLO]'

For bipolar-, the increasing conta,ct resistance leduces small signal transconductance' Also'

emission-limitecl transport is possible to happen clue to the shrunk diffusion depth' More-

oveL, incLeasing curr-ent density agglavates the eiectron migration' when culrent densitv

is retainecl ancl climensions are reclucecl the speecl will be recluced'

while silicon technology is facing the probleilrs associated with its physic natule' GaAs

is working its way into the mar-ket with the superior characteristics' In 1984, a multi-

national organisation trsPRIT was launched in Europe for the development of information

technology. All major European semiconcluctor- rnanufacturer-Íì are invoived in the tech-

nology development and the procluction of non-militaly GaAs product' Many foundries

are no$¡ availabie for analog GaAs ploducts ITURN]'

The per.foïmance of many GaAs device technologies ar.e compa'red in different applica-

tions [GRAA]. Due to the slow hole mobility, complernentaly GaAs FET are impracticai

IALLEN]. Fortunately, many of the nMOS clesign techniques ancl the tools for silicon can

I4



be usecl d.ir.ectly by GaAs [LARS2], ancl enables GaAs to outperform silicon' For exam-

ple, switched-capacitor-circuits in GaAs can reach 100 Ms/s while it is 15 Ms/s in silicon'

Borrowing techniques fr.'om silicon, GaAs ADcs d.emonstrate superior performance over

their silicon counterparts in high speed and low po\^/er consumption' Cascode structure

is also quotecl to provicle high output impedance and reduce Miller effect [FAWC]'

The application of GaAs technology in analog designs have shown the potential to re-

place silicon in signal pr-ocessing IALLtrN]. The improvements of GaAs ADC ovel silicon

has rnacie available low powel ancl high speed pr.oducts' IKLEKS] has reported the first

complete 4 bit ADC wolking at 1 GHz. Using regenerative comparator for high gain'

INABtrR] has clesignecl a 4 bit, 1 GHz flash ADC with only 140 mw power consumption'

when its silicon counterpart consumes 12 times mole po\Mer' [DANI]'

An ADC working at 3 Gs/s is leportecl by [DUCO1]. The oÌiginal flash structule is used

to clesign this fastest 4 bit ADC. The best performing ADC is also repolted by [DUCO2]'

This circuit usecl flash alchitectuÏe to reach 5 bit resolution, 2'2 GHz with 320 mw for

the analog cilcuit and 730 mW fol the trCL buffers'

Yet tire lesolution GaAs has achievecl is stil1 not compatible with silicon' TheÌe are effects

limiting the accuracy [BAYR]: 1) the drain lag effect; 2) pooÏ device matching; 3) low

transconcluctance; 4)backgating anci siciegating; and 5) high 1// noise' The mismatch of

passive component cloes not cause real problem in accuracy I(ìREI] IALLEN], when the

threshold variation incuÏs the lalge offset voltage. The stanclard deviation is about 20

to b0 mV [LARS2]. Self caliblation or offset compensation circuits are usuallv included

15



to cancel the eft'ect of offset voltage [ALLEN2]. IFAWC] announce the first MESFtrT

comparator with internal self caliblation circuit, which ofiers the potential for a 6-10 bit

2 GHz ADC

operating in GHz region clock skew or jitter is a major concern to missing code especially

for flash. sample and hold circuit is a rescue to this problem. Apart from offset voltage,

hysteresis is the main factor- limiting the accuracy. It is caused by the trapped charges

and frequency depenclent cur..'ent injection [LAU] [DUCO3]. The same reason also incurs

back channel rnodulation. cornrnon mode feedback IKATSU], bootsttapping [KLtrKS]

and. cascocle str.ucture are the techniques used to reduce this effect.

up to present, the state of the art ADC reported is 5 bit 2.2 GHz with 320 mw power

consumption. Laying in front of us is a challenge of clesigning a higher resolution ADC

working at GHz region. This leads to the initiation of this research' A target is set to

design an 8 bit, 1 GHz ADC wittr low power consumption. Ail the problems associated

ancl the technicFres used in other clesigns are studied, this thesis is exploring the possible

solutions to rneet the talget.

!.4 The scope of this thesis

In this chapter we have alreacly reviewecl the need of high speed ADC' At this time, the

fastest ADC using silicon technology offers 650M samples pel second, with 8-bit reso-

lution ancl 850mw power consumption[ElND]. Using bipolar silicon technology has the
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potential to implement GHz sampling rates of ADCs. However, the main drawback is the

high power. dissipation. The main objective of this research is to explore possible solu-

tions and their associated complexity for designing a high speed, high accuracy and low

poweï ADC. From the previous stucly of the design techniques of ADCs and the suitable

area of their applications, the flash, pipeline and subranging architectures are regarded

as thÏee possible cancliclates fo'.. vely high speed applications' The considelations about

po\/eï clissipation and chip alea fo-, higher bit count ADCs make the flash architecture

unsuitable f'or our task. Mo-r-eoveï) the associated complexity arrd potential error sources

of pipeline convertels may restrict the accuracy of oul design. subranging architecture

poses the least problem and ìs most promising for fulther investigation'

In chapter two, three different scaling models are investigated' The effects of scaling

the physical dimensions of silicon clevices as well as the electrical parametels on the cir-

cuit performance are assessecl. Also in this chapter the limitations of scaling are discussed'

The properties of Gallium Ai-senide as a new base for semiconcluctor devices is introduced

in chapteÏ three. The compar-ison between GaAs ancl silicon is presented to understand

the aclvantages ancl clisacivantages of using GaAs VLSI technology' This is foliowed by

introclucing techniques to minimise the main pÏoblems and fulfill the advantages of using

GaAs tecirnology in an ADC clesign. The design of a comparator is also presented'

chapter four gives an in depth tutorial in the effects of device size, curlents', voltages and

resistive loacl on the performance of the comparator

demonstt'ate the frndings and outcome

17
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In Chapter' five, the consiclerations in the placement of devices are explained together

with a series of layouts of main cells used.

Finally, the possible elror sources in this design are discussed in chapter six. Some al-

ternative approaches which may improve the performance of the circuit are a,lso discussed'
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Chapter 2

The review of the scaling effects on

silicon MOS

The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the performance of silicon devices when they

are scalecl to extr.ernely small sizes. Thlough the understanding of the possible improve-

ments as weil as the limitations of scaling MOS transistors ancl the interconnections the

need of cleveloping GaAs technology emerges.

Since the invention of transistor in 1947, and the first integr-ated circuit in early 1960's,

four gener-ations of technology and ploducts have been developed. In order to characterise

a technology ancl to guicle the clevelopment in semiconductors, several indicatols are used:

o Minimum feature srze

¡ Number of gates in one chip

o Powel dissipation

o Maximum operational frequencY

19



o Die size

o Production cost

As many of the flgures of merit can be improved by shrinking the dimensions of transis-

tors, ancl adjusting the doping leveis and supply voltage accordingly, a lot of effort has

been clirected toward the upglading of process technology and scaiing down of devices

in last decade. Nowadays, scaling is an irnportant step for improving the performance

of semiconductor devices. To bettel appreciate the influences of scaling on integrated

cir.cuits alcl the associated proltlems, the effects of scaling over parameters an'd the Ie-

strictions which will iimit the progless of scaling will be discussed'

2.L Scaling Models

The most commonly used "Colstant electric fleld scaling moclel" and "Constant voltage

scaling mod.el,, were introclucecl some fifteen years ago. They both are simplified models

whic6 take only the flrst or.clel efiects into consideration. A "Combined voltage and di-

mension scaling model" was presented recently [BtrRG]'

In order to express speciflc concerns in this papeï, all above mentioned models and their

applications to MOS transistors are quoted. Therefor e, t I p is chosen as the scaling factor

for supply voltage and gate oxicie thickness, and 1/a is the scaling factor- for all other

linea¡ dirnensions inclucling the veltical and the horizontal. To transfer to the constant

fielcl moclel to t6e constant voltage model, 0 : a and B: 1 ale applied respectively'
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2.t.L Scaling Factors

In this section simpiifi.ed calculations are used to derive the scaling factors for both device

parameters and their derivations'

o Gate area, An

An: L'W

where,L is channellength and.w is channelwidth. They are both scaled byllo.'

So, An is scaled bY lla ' lf a : llo' '

o Gate capacitance per unit atca, Co'

rt 
- 

€o'
vôE- ,tot

where €o, tsthe gate oxide permitivity which is constant, and úo' is the gate oxide

thickness which is scaled bv llþ.Therefore,co,is scaled by llllB: B'

o Gate capacitance, Cn

cs Coû L.W

C, is scaledbV 0' Il "' lf a : þ I o''

C
A,
7ot

¡ Parasitic caPacitaÍrcei Coú

21
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where d is depletion width around the source or drain which is scaled by 1/4, and

A,isthe area of depletion region around source or drain which is scaled by If a2'

So, Cn' is scaled by tlo,2 ' IlIlo : If a'

o Carrier densitY in channel, Qo,

Qon \s the average charge per unit area in the channel in the "oN, state' Co" is

scaled by B and Vnu ís scaled bV Llþ' So, Qon is scaled bV þ 'tl0 -- t'

¡ Channel resistance, -Ro,"

L1
Þabon - w Q.*p

where ¡r is carrier mobility which is assumed constant' so, -Ro,, is scaled by |la'

llllc-'1'1:1.

o Gate delay,T¿

T¿ x Ron'Cs

So, ?¿ is scaled bY 1 ' þ lo, : þ lo"'

Qon: CorVs"
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o Maximum operational frequen'cy, fo

o saturation current, 1o,,

or /o isinverselyproportionaltoT¿. So,.fo is scaled byllll'l'llP'Ilþlor: o'f þ

Ion þCo, .Ilz(Vn" - V)"

where Vi is the threshold voltage which is scaled bV tlþ. So, 1o," is scaled by

LlL .r . þ .(tlþ)r: rlp.

¡ Current density, 1

W
T

I:+
where A is the cross-section of the channel in the uON" state which is scaled by

llo'. So, 1 is scaled bV 0' LlIl a2 : d2 I P.

¡ Switching energy per gate, -8,

nn : f,cnvlo
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So, En is scaled ItY þlot'710r:Lf a2B'

o Power dissipation Per gate, Pn

W for the static state

En . l" for the dYnamic state

pn for the static state is scaled by 1lB2.I. Pn lor the dynamic state is scaled by

Il@, ' B¡ ' orl g. So, in both states Pn is scaled by 7l þ"'

o Power dissipation per unit area, Po

Po

So, P, is scaled Iw Ll0r'tllla2: o'lP''

o Power-speed prodtcl, P7

P7: PnT¿

So, P7 is scaied bV llþ'01"r:lf a2B'

2.L.2 SummarY

Table 2.1 summarises the efiects of the three scaling models (combined voltage &

dimensions, constant electric field and constant voltage) on the device parameters

Ps

As

l
I

l
ì

(

I

I

I

I

I

I
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'E'- Constant Electric Field Modei,
Model.'V'- Constant Volt

Dmobined V'V&D'-com

Qon
Ron

Ion

A"
I
vs
Es
Ps

¡ú
Po

T¿

l"
Pr

channel length
channel width
gate oxide thickness
gate area
gate capacitance Per unit area

gate capacitance
parasitic caPacitance

cart-ier densitY
channel resistance

satur"ation current
cross-section of conductor
current densitY

logic ievel
switching energy

power dissiPation Per gate

gate per unit area

power dissiPation Per unit area

gate delay
rnaximum oPerational ftequencY

L
W
d
As
co,
cs
Co"

D

speed productpo\Mer.--

supp age
rlo
rlo
rlp
rlo'

p

0lo'
rlo

1

I
rlll
t lo'
o'lp
rlp

rlo'þ
rlp'

Q,2

o"lp'
01"'
o'l p
rlo'þ

7lo rl"
llo rlo
Ilo 1

llo' Ilo'
a1
Il" Llo'
llo Ilo
11
11

rl" 1

Llo' rlo'
da2
rl" 1

llo" llo'
rlo' 1

d,2 d2

la2
rl" rlo'
A Q.2

1 1a3 a2

(\1 1
Parameters V&D E

of MOSFETs

Table 2.1: The summary of three scaiing rnodels
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2.2 observations and Limitations of scaling

scaling has been proved of great value to improve the figures of merit of semicon-

ductor clevices. However, along with the scaling down of d'evices' some associated

problems also become severe and will eventually restrain further shrinkage of de-

VICCS

2.2.1 Substrate DoPing

In the above mentioned mod.els, the effects of built-in potential 76 was neglected

because it is relatively small compared to supply voltage Vo' However' drre to the

progress in process technology ,lhe vo used in the consideration of future scaling is

not much greater than vn so, the effects or vn must be included' Moreover' the

concentration of a substrate decides many of the characteristics of the transistors

fabricated on it. Therefore, this research investigates the related effects in more

detail

In the following, a modifi.ed factor which should be used to scale substlate doping is

introcluced. As the channel length of a MOS transistor is reduced, in order to keep

the clepletion region around the source from meeting that of the drain' the depletion

region width must be scalecl accordingly. The depletion region width d is given by

lGRovEl
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d- 66

QNø

where

6sz : relative permitivity of silicon

6s : peÍrnitivity of free space

V : effective voltage across the junction :V * Vn

{: electron charge

Nr : doping level of substrate

Vo : applied voltage

V¡ : built-in potential

and

(2.1)

Where 1ú¡r is the source or drain doping, and n¿ is the intrinsic carrier concentration

in silicon

In earlier processes for integrated circuits, Vs is in the order of 500 mV. Compared

with high Vo, say 5V, it may be negligible when the effects of scaling Iú¡ are con-

sidered. That yields

vø:{n
q

N¡No
n!

(2.2)
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when v" is scaled bv 1l þ and d is scaled by I I a, .ðy'¡ can be scaled by o' I 0 IBERG].

Since 1r/6 is increased to reduce d, Vn is also enlarged. For example, a transistor

with l/B : 1015 cm-3 and -l/p : 1020 cm-3 yields Vn :0'88V' At the same time'

lhe V¡ sought is getting smailer to take full advantage of scaling' Thus, the engaged

I/o is no longer relatively very large , anð. vB should be taken into consideration for

further scaling.

In the case of applying the Combined Voltage & Dimension Scaling Model IBERG]

to a transistor which works at a known Vo, we can reasonably assumcVo: m'Vn'

Wlrere In caTr be any real number. Thus

V :Vo lVp : m.VB lVn

Now we scale I/o bV I I þ. That gives us

,":-P*vB:ffir' (2.4)

Where % is the scalecl effective voltage acïoss the depletion region. As the the result

of the calculation shows, V is scaled bv @ + m) I B@t 1). Consequently, I\/6 should

be scaled AV %ffi, so that d can be scaled by lla'

This rnodel not only expresses the effects of the relationship between vo and v3,,
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but also shows their connection to the scaling factor B. In the cases of large m

and small þ the scaling factor of l/¡ returns to a2 f p. But in other cases where B

and rn are not much greater than one, the value of this model will become significant.

Here the adjustment of scaling factor for depletion width according to the scaled

doping will also be investigated. In the previous discussion, Iy'6 is increased to re-

duce clepletion width. This also incurs a higher threshold voltage V¿, which moves

against the trend of scaling down voltage. According to [HOEN] the maximum ly'rl

rnust be kept below 1.3 x 101e cm-3. At higher l/s the maximum electric field which

can be applied to gate oxide does not invert the substrate.

However, the technology of deep channel implantation can increases the concentra-

tion near the junction of source and drain. This reduces the depletion width and

maintains the substrate concentration in the channel area and prevents the prob-

lem. Nonetheless, the depletion width and the built-in potential will still restrict

the progress of scaling.

From Eq 2.7 and trq 2.2

2V
E^aÍ-
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Depletion Vy'idth versus Substate Concentration with Va from 0 to 5'0

10 i6 L018 10le

Figure 2.1: Depletion width versus substrate concentratron

wher.e 8,,o, is the maximum electric field induced in the one-sided step junction'

When l/p ìs increased Ly o',ilV":0V,VB is increased bylna' ancl d is decreased

uv /F. Therefore, the electr.ic field ,E across the depletion regìon is increased by

\/"ñã Consequently, the E will reach Lhe 8",¡¿ with the increasing -fy'6'

Figure 2.1 shows the depletion width as a function of substrate concentration and

supply voltage. The dash line indicates the maximum depletion width when E^o' :

8",;r. Apptying trq 2'5 Lo F'q2'1' yields

2e oe"¿. (lÛ*;td)
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Electric Field versus Substrate Concentation with Va from 0 to 5.0
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e o€ "¿E.r¿¡ (2.6)
qNB

In the area above the dashed line, the increased electric field will canse breakdown

to happen. The point where the dashed line meets the line of V" :0V' represents

the maximum allowable substrate doping, which is around 3 x 1017cm-3 when ly'o

is 1 x 1020cm-3. At higher substrate doping level junction tunneling will happen'

Therefore, depletion wiclth of a junction can only exist between the iine of v" - 0v'

which indicates the minimum depletion width, and the dashed line'

Figure 2.2 illustrates the maximum electric field in the depletion layer versus lúB'

Any supply voitage w > 0v will enhance the field strerrgth and cause breakdown

to happen at lower.substrate concentrations' In the above discussion, the effects of

lúp is relatively small, and was therefore negiected'

2.2.2 Limits of Miniaturisation

The minirnum size of a transistor is determined by ttre pj:ocess technology and the

physics of device itself. The finest geometry and the spacing between lines heavily

clepend on the alignment accuÌacy and the resolution of the photolithography tech-

nology. The availability of E-beam direct write could push the size of finest lines

further clown fi.om current limit of 0.3¡rm which is determined by optical pattern

generation equiPment.

d
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The size of a transistor is usually defined by the channel length. As the channel

is scaled down, the depletion region around the source is brought closer to that of

the drain. In order to prevent punch through and maintain operation, the channel

length -L must be kept greater lhan 2 times of depletion width d which is given in

Eq 2.1. -L is determined by the concentration of substrate Iy'a and supply voltage V".

Applying the conclusions from the previous section, the minimum possibie channel

length can be estimated to be 0.74pm. Moreover, the minimum transit time for an

electron to travel from source to drain can be calculated. From [SZE]

V¿r¿Ít: pE

whele V¿,¿Jt is the cartier drift velocity

and

So, transit time

2dL

L2d
T V¿,¿Ít p'E

Referring to figure 2.2, dre to the field strength in the depletion layer being greater

than 10a Yf cn, the carlier drift velocity is approximately equal to V,o¿, which is

1 x 107 cm/sec [SZE], regarclless of the electricfield induced by the supply voltage.
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Therefore, the minimum transit time happens at the minimum siTe transistor when

v, is approaching 0v. Figure 2.3 shows the minimum transit time assuming the

transistor size is 2cl wit]h zero space between depletion regions.

2.2.g Lirnits of Interconnect and contact Resistance

since the width, thickness and spacing of interconnect are scaled by 1/4, the

cross-section of conductol and contact area are scaled by Ifa2. In the case of short

distance interconnections, the length of conductor is scaled by I I a. So the resistance

A is scaled by r. In constant field scaling, current 1is scaled by lf a, therefore -[-R

drop remains unchanged while supply voltage and logic level is scaled down' That

means the 1A d.-op consumes higher ratio of output voltage and degrades driving

capability and noise margins.

Together with the clecreasing of device dimensions, the level of integration is also

increased, which enlarges the die size and lengthens the interconnect from one side

of chip to the other" Therefore, both the resistance and capacitance of interconnect

ar-e increased, ancl the RC constant is deteriorated' Propagation delay, signal de-

cay and skew will pull down the maximum operational frequency, even though the

shrunk transistols can work with less gate delay'
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Figule 2.4: Model of metal interconnect

Sol'tìons are introdncecl to overcome above problerns. For instance, multilayers of

intelconnect with thickel ancl widel lines can reduce the resistance of a conductor

as well as the clie size. Cascadecl dlivels ancl lepea'tet's a't'e also used to impr-ove the

clriving capability and minimise propagation delay'

Optical interconnections coulcl be another option for ve|y high speeds ancl high level

of integratio¡. In o-.cler- to use optical interconnections.) optical fibers, laser diodes,

receive¡s a¡cl amplifier.s mlst be inclucled in the cilcuits. Their pelfolrnance vary

with the properties of materials used. In this paragraph only a rough estimation

is presentecl fol comparison with metal intelconnect' Figure 2'4 shows a model of

a metal inter-connect ancl its equivalent circuit. A transistor which ,R¿,' is 5k0 is

selected as a output clriver'. The pi-opagation delay on a single layer aluninium

interconnect can be calculatecl by using approximation equation given by [SAKU]
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T : R¿ntC¿^t + z.3(R*Cim * R*Cz * R¿nC t') (2.7)

T x (2.3Rt,1 R¿nt)C¿nt (2.8)

R¿nt
p_ H.W

Cí*: e"'lr.l5
W
to,

+ 2.28(
t
H

,o.zzzlL

L

(2.e)
OT

where

Aln is the ON resistance of the transistor

R¿n¡ \s the resistance of the interconnect

C¿n¡ is the capacitance of the interconnect

fo" is the thickness of dielectric oxide

p is the resistivity of the interconnect

L,W,H are the length, width, and height of the interconnect

€or -- 3.4515 x 10-5 pF I p is the permitivity of SiO2

If we use the value in [BAKO],, p or aluminium is 3¡;f,]-cm, and choose a 0'8pm thick

oxide, the propagation delay on a 1¡;m thick, 3¡;m wide and 1 cm long wire is given

by

T: (2.3 x 5kçt + 10kO)2.5 - 53ns

Figure 2.5 shows a simplified optical interconnection, in which a laser diode, a
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,l
optical fiber

4r

Figule 2.5: Electro-Optical interconnection

segment of optical fiber and a receiver are used to replace the metal interconnect

in figure 2.4. R¿n¡ and' C¿n¡ al.e assumed'zero'' and the time needed for the output

driver to transfer a logic state is given b

T :z$Rt,Ct * th".r I t¿n¡ ! t,"" (2.10)

where

C¿ is the capacitance of laser diode

t¡o,", is the d.elay time of laser cliocle

t¿n1 is the propagation delay of interconnect

t,"" is the delaY time of receiver

and

n'L
I 

--t,int - C

where

n is the retractive index of optic fiber material
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-L is the length of oPtic frber

c is the speed of light in free space (c : 3 x 108m/sec)

Since both laser diode and receiver can work at frequencies above 10 GHz, the delay

time for each of them is estimated to be 100 ps. The capacitance of a discrete laser

diode is approximately 1 pF [HOT]. The refractive index of the commonly used

materials for optical fibers is about 1.5 to 2.0. Therefore' the total delay time 7 for

a 10 mm interconnect is about

T --2.Jx bk x 103 x 1 x 10-12 + 1 x 10-10 x2*2 x 7 x10-4/(3 x 108) :II.77ns

Figure 2.6 show the delay time of various materials of interconnect versus line widths

and line iengths. Three difietent wid,ths are also chosen to demonstrate the effects

of scaling on the propagation delay. It is obvious that the longer the interconnect is,

the more speed advantage can be acquired by using optical interconnections' In the

plot of delay time versus line width, while c¿n¿ rernains independent to line width,

-R1, dominates the delay time of aluminium intelconnect and -R¿,,¿ dominates that

of a Poly line.

The performance of laser diodes and receivers can be improved, if they are built in

an integrated circuit. Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) is the material which can accom-

mod.ate electronic components and optical interconnection on one chip and make

total integlation Possibie.
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2.2.4 Limits of Subthreshold Current

one of the major concerns of scaling devices is the effects on subthresholcl current

1",a which is directly proportional to exp(vn"-V)qlkT [SZE] whereVr" is the voltage

across gate and source, V¿ is threshold voltaEe, T is temperature(K), q is electron

charge, and k is Boltzmann's constant'

When a transistor is in the ofi state, the value of Vs, - V is expected to be negative

and as large as possible to minirnise the subthreshold curr-ent' If vt is scaied down'

the ratio of vs" - vt to kT will drop and the subthleshold curlent will increases

dramatically. TherefoIe,Vs" anð'V are ploposed to be scaled together with supply

voltage Lv \lþ instead olIf a,while a is greater than B in most cases' However this

unequai scaling also incurs concelns about incr-ea'sing electlic fielcl and decreasing

breakdown voltage.

The maximum electric field acloss depletion region is given by IGROVE]

2(v" + vB)
Dn-LaÍ - d,

for a one-sided step junction. As discussed previously, (I't, ¡ Vn) is scaled Iw @ +

ùl@@f 1) and d is scaled bv Lf a, E^o"isscalecl bv o(þ+m)lB@t'*1)' Again'

if o is greater than B more electric stress will be applied to the depletion regions

of shrunk transistors. At the same time, the junction br-eakdown voltage which is
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given by [GROVE]

(2.11)

whele

8",¿¡ is critical electric field

1ú6 is substrate doPing level

is scaled bv 0@ + |)lo,(þ + *), and is decreasing' So, ca're mrrst be taken to

estimate the breakdown voltage of scaled devices. Especially breakdown usually

happens at lower voltages at the interface whele a colneÏ of diffusion region meets

silicon dioxide

2.2.5 Limits of Logic Level and Supply Voltage by Noise

shortel gate delay time and low power dissipation are two maìn advantages of scal-

ing transistors, higher operational frequency ancl low supply voltage are expected'

However, together with the decreasing supply voltage and the spacing between lines

and the increasing switching speed, problems of noise, which is either- retained in

amplitude or amplified, ale becoming a serious concer.'n'

caused by the random motions of the current carLiers, thermal noise is a funda-

mental noise source. In [sAH] the mean-square cnrrent fluctuation in the channel
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is represented by a equivalent noise resistance Rn ai the input and is given by

(i'j :4kTR"g^L'f

where

/c is the Boltzmann constant

7 is the absolute temperature in Kelvin

g- is the transconcluctance

A/ is the band width

F.M. Klaassen IKLAI] has investigated. the thermai noise in a MOS transistor with

substrate doping l/6 in the range of 101a to 1017 cm-S. When the transistor works

in saturation the g^ is no longer proportional to the gate voltaïe Vs, and can be

expressed as

g^ N BVp

where

pWCo,
L

anð, V, is the pinch-off voltage given by

B

v, : v; - 
turnl"w + Y*)1t2 - 1l
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where

v;:vs-v+v,
a - (2e"¿qNs)1/2 '

Vs is the built-in Potential

Then

where Vo : V,p I Vn

Because vo is a monotonically decreasing function of the thickness of gate oxide

to, and.substrate doping Nn, Rn is a monotonically increasing function of the same

parameters. Consequently, the main factor of the thermal noise Rng^ is expressed

,lv: 1. -rHn : ltq -t le^

by

Rng*
Vg -V+Vn (2.12)

Vo+Vn

which appears to be a strongly increasing function of to, and 'fú¿, and a weak

function orvn. Figure 2.7 show the experimental results which supports the above

theory introduced by F.M. Klaassen'

considering the effects of scaling for current technology for thin oxide, the effect of

Il¡ is smaller [SAH]. V, andVl arereplaced bV Uo andVs respectively' So, Eq2'12'

1
+61:-

2
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when constant fi.eld scaling is applied ,vn is scaled by I f a, co, arld N3 ale scaled by

a. In lsnn, Rng^is only slightly reduced by the increasecl Co'' Therefore' the ratio

of thermal noise to logic ievel is devastated by almost the same factor of scaling'

Flicker.noise has become a subject of many investigations since a model was in-

troduced by A.L. McWhorte'- in 1956 The noise was observed and explained as a

result of the fluctuation of the car-riers trappecl by surface states in the transistor

channel

In the conclusion of the investigation by F.M. Kiaassen [KLA2] the change in the

number of the trapped carriers dnt dteto the change in that of induced free carriers

dn presents a current fluctuation Ai at the output'

becomes

where

s : # is the surface state efficiencY

1 is the DC drain current

/ is the frequencY

I/¿ is the apPlied drain voltage

t vn +lRne^:r--r(t"ye+149=,)vr-r'6

(2.i3)
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Usually, the output noise is represented by an equivalent noise voltage source AV

at the input [KLA2]

when the transistor operates in saturation v¿ x vn. so

where

V, is the applied effective gate voltage

C" is the gate caPacitance'

Since s is a process dependent factor, the Flicker noise is scalecl by 1 or- by o" lþ'

when constant fleld or combined scaling model is appliecl' The normalised Flicker

noise is increased by at least a factor of a along with the scaling of supplv voltage

and transistor size. In addition to the two noise soulces discussed, noise coupled by

mutual inductance and mutuai capacitance could be the practical limit to decide

the smallest operational voltage'

considering the cross talk between two parallel signai lines on a chip' the model

of coupling presented in IWATTS] shows that the capacitive noise is proportional

to Cff,where C is coupled capacitance from one line to the other, and ff ap-

proximately equals f , *h"r" r is the rise time of a signal' The inductance noise

LV2:t#
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is related to Lffi, where I is the coupled inductance, and H * *. For small

capacitive ioads, as are usual in MOS ICs, currents which charge up gate capaci-

tors are small, and capacitive coupling tends to dominate. Therefore, the increased

operationai frequency which in turn reduces r agglavates the problems of coupling.

External noise may be generated by radio frequencies, voltage spikes, voltage drops

on power or ground lines, unterminated signal lines or lines with nonuniform impedance

characteristics. While the supply voltage and the logic level tend to be reduced, nei-

ther internal nor external noises can be alleviatecl with the pr-ogress of scaling. Thus,

the decreasing signal to noise ratio will reduced the yield and the reliability of cir-

cuits

A typical peak to peak noise of at least 100 mV on powel supply ancl ground is

observed on well clesigned multilayer PC boarcls ILONG.I. In order to evaluate the

effects of noise on the probability of failure in a circuit, in figure 2.8 the minimum

required signai to noise power latio to operate the circuit is assumecl to be 4 units

[ESHR], and the noise is assumed zero mean with standarcl cleviation ø : 100 mV'

The probability of failure Q(r) is estimated by integrating the Gaussian Distribu-

tion

G(r): e- P2 l2
t/r;

For example, a supplied voltage (maximum signal level) is 1V, the maximum tol-

1

1ìa (
1 /'"

\E; J,
e-r"l2cll,
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erable noise is then 250 mA which is equivalent to 2.5 deviations of noise' when

noise ievel is over 250 mv the circuit will fail. so, the probability of failure is the

integral of one tail end of the Gaussian d,istribution from n :2.5 to infinite'

2.2.6 Limits of Current DensitY

Due to the increasing level of the integration of a chip, the requirements for low

delay time and high operational frequency are also increased. High purity Al seems

to be the most promising material for interconnect on vLsI. However, the continu-

ous shrinking of d.imensions also increases the current density in conductors by the

same factor, if constant constant field scaling is applied'

When current density of Al interconnect approaching 1064 l.^', the rnigration of

metal atoms is likely to happen and the lines will be burnt off. Thus, the current

density should be kept substantially below the limit. This will restrain the scaling

of the dimensions of interconnect.
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2.3 Conclusion

scaling has not only been developed theoretically, it has aiso been widely used in

manufacturing factories as a direct and simple way of making smaller chips' A 10%

or 20To linear shrinkage in horizontal dimensions is very often and successfullv im-

plemented in making preliminary products before the real design for smaller devices

is ready

The contributions of scaling is significant, especially in the consideration about

power dissipation, switching speed and chip size which in tuln determines the pro-

duction cost. However, the consistent clecreasing on dimensions has been pushing

the products towar.d both technological and physical lirnits.

Investigating the track history, we can flnd that a generation of microelectronic

products is introduced. every four years, and the dimensions of devices is reduced

by about 20To lor each new generation. If the pace is maintained, the possible min-

imum size of transistors for silicon will be reachecl in next decade' In order to keep

in step with pr-ogress, more efiort is required towarcl the development of alternative

materials for high speed, low powel and high integration microelectronics, such as

GaAs and super conductors.
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An ADC design using GaAs

Chapter 3

technology

3.1- Introduction to GaAs devices

Silicon MOS technology has been the main medium for computer and system appli-

cations fbr years and will continue to filI this role. However, the limitations of speed

and. power dissipation are becoming apparent at high high levels of intergation and

in fast switching applications, which has brought about the need for the develop-

ment of alternative materials. Much of the developments in material technology
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that has paralleied those of silicon, has been related to gloup II-VI and group III-V

compounds, with Gallium Arsenìde (GaAs), a group III-V compound showing the

most promise. The compound. GaAs was fi.rst discovered in 1926, but its potential

as a high speed semicond.uctor was not realised until 1960's IESHR]'

3.1_.1 Advantages of GaAs over silicon

The advantages of GaAs over siiicon as a base material for ICs are: [ESHR]IBUSH][SZE]

[FrRsr] [sIMoNs].

a) At normal doping levels the saturated carrier drift velocìty for GaAs and sili-

con are 1.4 x ll7cm/s and 1 x 107cm/s respectively' However-, the dlift velocity

of GaAs reaches the peak at a electric fielcl strength around 0.35 V/pm, and then

reduces and approaches to the saturated velocity as the electric freld strengthens'

on the other hand the dlift velocity of silicon increases with electric field and the

saturated velocity is achieved at a elect-r-ic freld str-ength about four times that of

GaAs. Therefore, up to 70% reduction in powet dissipation can be obta'ined over

the fastest silicon technology such as ECL' Figure 3'1 dernonstrates this property'

b) trlectron mobility in GaAs is six to seven times higher than in silicon' Therefore'

GaAs tr.ansistors with typical gate lengths of 0.5-1 ¡zrn with transit times as short

as 10-15 ps, cor-responding to current gain-bandwiclth ploclucts in the Ïange of 15-

25 GHz can be obtained. Thele is a thlee to flve times improvement ovel silicon

devices
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c) Due to the absence of gate oxide to trap charges, GaAs device is more radiation

resistant than silicon. Which is an important beneflt to the applications in the space

where radiation is a major concern for silicon devices.

d) A larger. bandgap offers GaAs semi-insulating properties. The high resistivity

in the range of 107 - lQef)-cm at room temperatule is another advantage for high

performance devices. It not only minimises the para,sitic capacitances but also

reduce the leakage culrent between devices on the same substrate as it is in silicon.

e) A wider operating temperatuïe range is possible clue to the larger bandgap. GaAs

devices are tolerant of wide temperatule variations over the range -200 to +200 "C'

f)Schottky barriers can be realised on GaAs with a large variety of metal such as

aluminium, platinurn and titanium, leading to high quality Schottky junctions with

excellent ideality factors (less than 1.1) and fairly low reverse currents (< f A/cm'?).

3.5
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chottky Ar-Ilel: t 0.7-0.8 0.4-0.6
cmBreak fi 4x7 3x1Minori v CAIfler- et timlife S 10- 10

vityMaximum resisti f)-cm 1 1
ensl v ln contD of states uctiond band cm 5x1 3x10Typ" of gap Dilect

gv e t.4 1
ScmHole mobilitY 250 350

Maximum rofl Sty 2xI 1x 0
Electron mo Scmty

Properties G

Table3.1:ThecomparisonofthephysicpropertiesofsiliconandGaAs

g) The direct bandgap of GaAs allows efficient Ïadiative lecornbination of electrons

and holes, rneaning that forward-biased p-n junctions can be used as light emitters'

Thus, efficient integr-ation of eiectrical and optical functions is possible'

A summary of the electric properties of silicon and GaAs is given in Table 3'1

IGLoA]

3.t.2 Technologies of GaAs

Having d.iscussed the supelior performance potentiai of GaAs material compared

with silicolf, \Me also need to consider the development of GaAs device technology

which Ïealise designs and utilise the advantages of GaAs effectively' During the last

few year.s a number of differ-ent devices have been developed for GaAs' They fali
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into two categories, the first and second generation IESHR]' First generation devices

include

- depletion-mode metal-semiconductor field-effect Transistor, DMESFET;

- enhancement-mode metal-semiconductor field-effect transistor, EMESFET ;

- enhancement-mode junction field-effect transistor' EJFET;

- complementary enhancement-mode junction freld-efiect transistor, CE-JFET

First generation GaAs gates exhibited switching delays as low as 70 to 80 picosec-

onds for a power dissipation in the order of 1'0 mW to 0'2 mW'

The second generation devices are

- high electron mobility transistor, HEMT;

- heterojunction bipolar transistor, HBT

Due to better exploitation of the GaAs, electron mobility in second generation

transistors can be up to frve times greater than in the flrst generation' Therefore'

very fast devices are possible. For example the operatiorr frequency of DFETs' in

general, is between 20 to 80 GHz and for HEMTs it can very from 70 to 100 GHz

IBUSHI [swAN].
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Table 3.2: The performance comparison of GaAs devices

3.1.3 Comparison of GaAs device performance

To better understand the suitability to applications of different GaAs devices a tech-

nology/d.evice comparison is given in Table 3'2 using bipoial silicon technology as a

r-eference IKtrN]. The values selected for tire table ar-e typical of culr-ent capability

o-, achievable without further development wor-k. As it is shown in this table, all

the GaAs devices offer much higher unity gain cut-off frequency ft and maximum

fi-equency of oscillati oL Í*o, and lower parasitic capacitance than silicon technol-

ogy. Among GaAs devices, HBT gives the highest value of transconductance which

makes possible the gain of a transistol as high as in bipolar silicon'
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Table 3.3: The comparison of GaAs devices

In Table 3.3 GaAs d.evices/technologies capabilities fo.- implementing flash quantiz-

ers is compared. It demonstrate an older of magnitude incÏease in sampling rate

over their silicon countelpart in the comparison of sarnpling and hold circuit perfor-

mance. In this table, MtrSFETs and HEMTs demonstÏa'te their superiority of low

droop as well as the disaclvantages of offset and hYsteresis'

In the above comparisons, HBT presents a super..ior capability in high speed appli-

catio.s. However, the rnost important factor in the implementation of high speed

VLSI circuits, apart from high opelating frequency, is the maturity of the process

which in turn cletermines the manufacturing cost and reproducability' At present

the first generation MtrSFETs pose the least ploblems in processing [ESHR], so

they are the most widely usecl clevices for VLSI applications' They can be easily

manufactured at sub-micron level and provide high operation frequencies'
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3.t.4 The fabrication process of MESFETs

Since the GaAs substrate is a semi-insulator, in the fabrication process for MES-

FETs, a conductive layer is usually formed on the top of the substrate by implanting

silicon atoms into the substrate, while HBT and HEMT devices require molecular

beam epitaxy to grow the conductive layer. A typical process of manufacturing

MESFET ICs is describecl in figure 3.2. Also the symbols and structures of en-

hancement MESFETs and depletion MESFETs are shown in figure 3.3 IESHR]'

The GaAs MESFtrT has demonstrated its superioÌ per-formance in the applications

of high speed Ic. Also, the process maturity of GaAs is Ieaching the level where

real vLSI (>20,000 transistors) is possibie [BUSH].(information saYs that a 1'4

million devices ASIC is fabricated in Vitesse recently). In the applications of very

fast analog ICs, GaAs ADCs have achievecl 3 GHz with LSO rnw IDUCO] and 2'2

GHz with 320 mW for its analog circuit ancl 730 mW fol buffers. But, they offer

only four bit and flve bit resolution respectively which is less accurate than silicon

technologies can reach. Lying behind this are the rea'sons why GaAs IC can not

parallel silicon technology in the applications of analog circuits.
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3.1.5 The disadvantages of GaAs over silicon

The driving force of analog signal processing market is the acculacy with speed'

This market is currently dominated by si MosFET and si bipolar technologies'

For rnost applications of data converters and other analog signal processing circuits

they require a minimum of 6-8 bits resolution and absolute accuracy IBAYR]' Circuit

d,esign usilg standard GaAs technologies are hard pressed to meet this accuracy

criteria. There are many factors which lirnit the acculacy of GaAs circuits'

- frequency dependent voltage gain

- high offset voltage

- lack of device isolation

- high MESFtrT 1// noise (higher than bipolar')

- low transconductance

- iimited inPut range

Because thele is no gate oxide to isolate gate metal ancl the underneath conductive

channel as it is in silicon MOS, the schottky junction formecl by the gate and the

channel can be easily forward biased ancl large gate current will flow through' This

limits the gate to source voltage in the range of 0.7-0.8v clepending the gate metal

used. Consequently, this increases the difficulty for GaAs clevices to match the op-

eration cond,itions of existing silicon ICs and to be included in systems'
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GaAs MESFETs like si MosFtrTs have a very small t-,-ansconductance compared

to si bipolar (table 3.2). Therefore, voltage gains of MES!'ETs as high as si bipoiar

is not possible. The typical voltage gain of a si bipolaÏ transistor is 120 dB, where

MESFET op amp's are usuallv limited to 60-80 dB [BAYR]'

The II f noise in GaAs MtrSFET technology can be 100 times greater than si bipo-

lar at low frequencies and the noise corner in Si bipolar is typicaliy 100 Hz whiie it

can be as high as 100 MHz in MtrSFETs IFOLK]IBAYR]'

The problems associated with the lack of isolation are known as the backgating

and sidegating effects. Depicted in flgure 3.4, the effects are mainly caused by the

capacitive coupling of the channel of a MESFET to the fl'oating substlate' Then

the substÏate can modulate the drain current of the FET as a backgate, and the

adjacent clevices as a sidegate[BAYR]. The remecly is to place transistors further

aïvay from each other.. unfortunately, this conflicts with the technique used to put

devices in close proximity for good matching. Nonetheless, the above three factors

causing low accuracy aïe categorized as second ordel effects compared to the offset

and drain lag effects.
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3.1_.6 The Hysteresis and Offset of GaAs MESFETs

As a d.irect consequence of the floating backgate, the clrairr curÏent is modulated and

a long transient decay time (1 ms - 1 sec) can be obser-vecl when the dr"ain voltage is

changed by an AC input signal [BAYR]. This effects also causes the looping seen in

the current-voltage characteristic by using a culve tracer and in the transfel culve

of a inveÏter- [BAYR]. Figure 3.5 exhibits tire hysteresis effect in the tlansfer curve

of an inverter operating at 1 KHz. Until present time' this effect has limited the

development of high accuracy A/D converters[BAYR]'

Although, the rnechanism of hysteresis is not yet clea'r, it seems that the mobile

charges trapped at the interface of channel a'ncl unclelneath the subst-':ate is the

main cause of hysteresis ancl drain lag. As a resttlt of the investigation done by
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LEP, a research organisation of the Phitips group' hystelesis is not only frequency

dependent, it also strongly depends on vs" afld v¿" which fix the electric field condi-

tions at the interface (figure 3.6) [DUCO3]. Due to the lack of good models which

can effectively characterise the behaviour of hysteresis, this effect is hardly included

in the design simulations. The consequences of hysteresis appearing in a circuit is

an uncertain drain current when lhe Vn" is fixed or an uncertain %" when drain

current is imposed.. In the case of flxed v¿"' more dlain cur-rent can be expected

when the vn" is going uprvarcl [LAU]. The normal way of leclucing the problems is

to restÏict the swing of the clrain-to-source voltage by using cascocling strtrcture or

common rnocle feeciback IKATSU]'

ofiset is caused by a mix of threshold variation, comPonent mismatch and low

frequency (I I Ð noise. Normally, the threshold variation as a result of process and

material nonunif'ormity is the main contributor to offset. An offset voltage gives an

unbalanced intrinsic bias to the devices in clifferent parts of a circuit' This incurs

initial voltage and cur-rent shift and recluces the noise margin of logic circuits and

the accuracy of analog circuits. It is also ditectly Ïelatecl to the clesign yield and the

achievable resolution of an ADC cilcuit (figure 3'7[LEP]). The achievable resolution

is given l:y F S R - 2N .6.oo¡,f set rrultere F S Ris the full scale r-ange of the input, ooJ Íset

is the offset variation, lú is the achievable bit count, a'ncl 64o17"'t is the minimum

distance between two adjacent logic states (1LSB) fol them to be r-esolved' The

design yield can then be estimated by the integlal of Gaussian distribution function
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where r is the offset value in term or oo¡¡""¡. so P6 is the offset related yield of a

single gate and P¡¡ is the yieid of a l/ bit ADC . If for- some leasons,lLS B 1 6oo¡ ¡""¡',

(i.e. 1 LSB : 4r.of Í".t,) then the single gate design yietd will become Pø - tt] C(")'

WecandeflneVofÍ""t:3ooÍÍ""tandtohavegoodyield,VoÍl".tshouldbelessthan

lLSB

At the present stage, large threshold variation is still an inportant issue for the pro-

cess engineer to overcome, and. the effects can only be reduced by design techniques'

9.2 The ADC architecture

In the previous discussion, the perfolmance of various types of ADC architectures

have been compared. Flash, subranging and pipeline ale thlee possible candidates

for high speed applications.
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The flash architecture will be restricted to low resolution applications by the number

of components it uses. Pipeline converters are limited' to medium accuracy applica-

tions by the errors in the multiplication and subtraction subcircuits'

Therefore, the subranging architecture appeals to be the most promising candidate

for the task which aims to design an 8-bit 1 Gsample/second analog to digital con-

verter operating over a 1V input range'

3.2.L The configurations of the ADC

To reach this target, following conflguration must be included in the design;

- offset cancellation

- hysteresis reduction

- at least 16 comParators

- 256 reference voltages

- sample and hold (S/H)

- overall gain >: 100

As explained in the previous section offset voltage anci hysteresis are two main ob-

stacles to be overcome before the specified accuracy can be achieved'
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In a subr-anging converter, 2N12 cornparators are needed to perform the coarse com-

parison and the subsequent fine comparison. Therefore, 16 comparators are required

for an 8- bit ADC. At the same time,2* -- 256 quantizationlevels must be gener-

ated to be compared to the input voltage'

Due the high speed, and accuracy requirements, clock skew in the input path wiil be

a impor.tant contributor to per-formance degradation. so, a sample and hold (s/H)

is necessaly in this design. However', the realisation of a high performance S/H is

as complicated as the design of the ADC itself, moreover a GaAs S/H circuit has

already been developed. TheÏefore, it is not included in this project'

In ad.dition to offset cancellation and hysteresis reduction a high output gain of the

compaÏator is anothel key factor to the required resolution' When input dynamic

range is 1V ancl the logic output range is 8-bit, the cir-cuit must be abie to lesolve

4 mv input change, in other word 1 LsB : 4 mV. However, an eflor measure less

than |LSB is usually desired in a design'

Meanwhile, the expected output load of this design is a GaAs logic gate, which the

input range is from 0 to 0.7V, and a 0.2v swing above and below the threshold

point is the minimum r.equi'-ement for the input device to dlive the logic effectivelv'
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Therefore, an output gain greater than 100 is necessary

g.2.2 The reference sampling comparator

A very simple and commonly used way to cally out the function of a comparator

is to use an inverter together. with a few switches and a coupiing capacitor. Figure

3.S IHOSO] shows the structnre of this comparator. In the operation of this circuit,

assuming it is the Kth comparator of a ADC ancl X 'V116 1V* < (X +I)'V116'

Vn and the offset voltage u,ill be stored at the input capacitor, which performs the

self calibration, in the flrst phase. Then, during phase 2 the coarse reference voltage

Vc: I{'U,lI6 is sensed', and a change olU^- I('V116 will appear at theinput

of the inver-ter through capacitor coupling' This perfoÏms a coarse comparison' In

phase 3 the f.ne reference voltage v r : x 'v l16+ I{ 'v 1256 wili be chosen base on

the result of the coaïse comparison to replace Vc ancl U^- (X'V116+ K 'V1256)

wiil be detectecl at the invelter input, and a fine comparison is performed'
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This scheme is simple ancl only a small number of devices are used. However, the

input capacitor of each comparator needs to be charged or discharged by the input

devices at the beginning of every operation cycle. Therefore 16 capacitors a,re driven

by an input sour-ce which may be a S/H. That makes the RC constant of the input

path large and will slow down the operation. Moteover, the sizes of the switches

must be large as well and the complexity of the S/H will be increased. Another

major disadvantage of this scheme is its sensitivity to noise'

In order to reduce the sensitivity of the comparator cilcuit, a differential amplifier is

ad.opted.. Due to the symmetry structure, most of the colrlmon mode noises will be

cancelled.. To decrease the capacitive load seen by the input clevices, a "R.eference

Sampling" structure is designed aDd demonstrated in Figure 3'9.

In this circuit, the ofiset voltage and the coarse refelence voltage are stored at 2

input capacitors C1 and C2 in phase one. This perforrns the self calibration.

vt:K.vlt6-vht
V.z : K .V 116 -f V""t

V" - Vt, : VJ.t - V,"t : V"ot

where V¿1 andV.2 arethe voltages across the two input capacitors respectively. Val

and. Vo- a're the voltages incluced by the offset voltage at the comparator plates

of the capacitors at the encl of self calibration period. /o ancl Va arc the voltages at
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Figur:e 3.9: The reference sampling structure

the positive and the negative input nodes of the comparator'

During phase 2, V¿nis sensed at the left plate of Cl and a change of Vn- K 'V 116 is

coupled to the positive input of the comparator while the negative input is retained'

Thus

LVo : Vn - I( 'V l16

A%:o

V"-Vb--U.-K'Vl16

and the coaïse comparison is performed'

In phase 3, the level at the left plate of c1 and nocle A r-emains unchanged while

that of the left plate or c2 is switched to X' V,ll6 + I{ 'v,1256' so

LVo: g

A

0r
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LVt : X .VlL6+ K .v1256 - K'v116

v" - vb : vn - 6 . V,lL6 + K' v 1256)

and the performance of the fine comparison is completed'

The most important advantage of this structure is that the input capacitors are

charged up by reference voltages at the initiation stage only. Then, due to charge

conservation of the capacitors, provided the leakage is negligible, it takes negligible

time to change the voltages at the left plates of the ca'pacitors and the input nodes of

the comparators in the operations to foliow. The tl'reoretical derivation is attached

in Appendix A'

The self calibration cycle is still neecled to refresh the charges in the capacitors, but

the load seen by the input driving devices is recluced dlamatically' This increases

the input response, simplifles the S/H and reduces the size of the switches and power

consumption

In addition, the symmetrical differential structute also suppresses the common mode

noise and minirnise the effect of power supply noise and clock feedthrough which

are of major concern in non-symmetrical structures'
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Figule 3.10: Examples of offset nulling cir-cuits

3.2.3 The offset cancellation scherne

In many analog circuit designs offset cancelling circuits are inciuded' A very popular

technique is to use a nulling r-esistor to cancellation the offset between two inputs

of difierential amplifie¡s. A example is displayed in figure 3'10' In figure 3'10'a R"

and ,?6 are used as a voltage divider. The volta,ge at the positive input nocle can be

varied by adjusting the potentiometer until the output \s zero volts. Figure 3'10'b

is the pin connection of the operational amplifier. The disadvantage of this scheme

is that it requires manual operation to perform the offset cancellation through a

external potentiometer'. so, it is not suitable for high end monolithic applications'

Anothel offset cancellation technique used in integratecl circuit design is shown

in fi.gure 3.11. In this scheme, the offset voltage of each differential amplifier is

detected by an internal subcircuit. The data is sto|ecl and then used to generate a
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Figure 3.11: Block diagr"am of an offset compensation ADC

compensation voltage usually by a digital to analog conver-ter' Memory and complex

logic circuits are often included. This may gener-a'te nlole souÏce of errors and

higher- power-consumption. Thelefore, a self calibration scheme instead of an offset

compensation circuit is selectecl in the clesign of the cornpar-ator structure'

The main idea of offset cancellation is to bring clorn,n the output differential voltage

Vo : Vod. which is ilcur-recl by tþe offset voltage appearing as an equivalent input

differential voltage V¿ : Vol Í'

Figule 3.12 expresses that when the feedback switches of the diffelential compala-

tor presented in figure 3.9 ale closed fol self calibration and the output nodes are

connectecl to the input nodes, Vod' : V¿ : %"¿ will be achievec{ if the feedback

Gontrol
Logic

Data
Register

{^^nWL
Adder

Register
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Figure 3.12: The diagram of offset cancellation

loop contains no resistance. Eventually, a very small value of output differential

voltage remains and the effect of offset is almost cancelled. Only when the gain of

the differential amplifier is inflnite the remainingI/oa oÍ Vot will reach 0V'

3.3 The realisation of the ADC in GaAs

3.3.1- Technology used

Normally different process are needed to fabricate digital and analog ICs. For ADC

ICs both analog and digital circuits are integrated in one chip. Therefore a spe-

cial process is required to build ADC chips. In this Lesearch, the trRO7AD pro-
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cess of Philips Micr.owave Limited (PML France) is selected' This process features

enhancement-mod.e MtrSFtrT, diodes, capacitors and lesistol's. Depleted type tran-

sistors were not available until the design of the compa,rator was completed'

The main DC parameters of this process are:

Thleshold voitage V: *0'I75Y

Drain-Source curr.'enl 1d."":60 mA/mm @Vn" : +0'7V' Va" - 2Y

Transcond.uctance G,n -- 210 mS/mm @7e" : +0'7V' V¿" -- 3Y

Unity current gain frequency F¿ : 17 GHz

Gate capacitance Cn, -- 1 PF/mm

The large signal mod.el and the parameters for simulation are shown as follow;

Level:2, Alpha :4.42V'1, Lambda:0'1166, Tou: 4ps'V76 - 0'217' CGSO:

0.39E-15, CGDO : 0.268-15, Beta : 2'5gE-4, Cd" : 0' Rn: 0'06 0' 1" : 2E-14'

N : 1.35, Fc : 0.875, Vbi : 0'324,M : 0'258, UT : 25'25 rnY l@20'C' R" : I'7

kf,), -R¿ :1.7 k0, B : 0

Above parameters are based on 1 ¡;m gate length' In this model cd, cs and cg

re external parasitics, Rg, Rs and Rd are the access lesistance' Total gate width

W--Nu¿xWu,wherelú¿¿i,thenumberofgatefingersandll|uisthegatewidth

of each finger in ¡lm. The simulation parameters are for curtice model for which

the equation of Drain-Source current is defined by
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Figure 3.13: The PML model for GaAs EMESFET

Id" : P . (l + À' V¿,)(Vs" - U.)'' tanh(a' V¿")

lor Vs" ) Vo

where 7t, is the threshold voltage, À is to modulate the Drain-source conductance

in saturation. The use of 'tanh' function is an efficient way of accounting for the

early saturation effect by the use of the c coefficient'

The Gate-Source and Gate-Drain diode are modelled by the classical diode equation:

rs"-r".1"*n({ft1) -11

Vsd
Igd, - Is'lerP(

I

I

L

\

I

I

I

I

I

I

i

and
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where N is the emission coefficient or ideality factor of the diode, and Is is the

saturation current. The gate junction capacitance is described by

Csr: Cs"o'O - hY'

ilv^" < FC 'Vbi

cg" : cs,o. (1 - FC)-(1+M)(1 - FC' (1 + M) + * h¡

if Vs" > F C . Vbi The equations for C na is the same as above except Vsa takes place

of Vs"

where M is the grading coefficient

yb¿ is the gate potential, it is also called Pb in the HSPICE terminology' The value

0.324V doesn't seem reasonable here. However, it is the value that fits best in PML's

model

Cgso is the zero bias caPacitance

FC is the forward bias capacitance coeffi'cient'

A limitation of the Curtice model lies in its inability to be fitted in the simulations

of small vn". Inthe given parameters, %o is assigned 0.217V, when its % is 0'175V'

As a matter of fact, the predicted I-V culves fits less to the measured values when

Lhe Vn" is under 0.4V. The simulations for this design are done by using HSPICE

h9007 version.
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Figure 3.14: A switch controlled resistor string

3,g.2 The generation of 256 reference voltages

Due to the superior of rnismatch, a resistor ladder appea,r-s to be the best choice to

generate the reference voltages. Figure 3.14 is a kinci of resistor ladder used in some

cases.

First it uses 16 resistors with the same value of R to plovide 16 coarse reference

voltages when all switches are open and a fixed voltage is applied across the chain

during the coarse comparison period. The result of the coarse comparison will then

be processed to generate a control word which sets a cornbination of the switches

on while other.s are turned off. The total resistance of the chain will be set to

2b6R. So, when curt'ent flow through the resistor chain, 16 fine quantization states

will be established by the 16 R value resistors. Mean while the combination of 16R

32R 6BR ...etc. will generate a voltage level for the 16 states based on the input level.

In this scheme, only a limitecl number of resistors ale usecl that occupies a small

chip area. However, different value of resistors are included in the laddel a,nd that

will inc¡ease the mismatch when the circuit is fablicated. Also, the involvement of
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Figure 3.15: The design of a resistor ladder

switch resistance in the cur-rent path is a major clrawback of this approach' Because

the channel resistance varies very much ftom switch to switch. This increases the

nonlinearity of the ADC. Moreover, the high switch resistance will add to the RC

constant and low down the responding speed.

To prevent the problems, a resistor laclder folmecl by 256 identical segments is a

better choice. Figule 3.15 shows the idea of a resistor ladcler commonly used in

ADC circuits and adapted for this design. It is dividecl into 16 folds each consists

of 16 segments. The coarse reference voltages are picked up from the end of each

fold, when the fine .-efelence voltages are detected from each tap in the chosen fold

decided by ihe lesttlt of the coarse comparison.
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A switch is attached to each resistor segment. Total 256 switches are grouped in

the same way as the lesistor ladder. Thus, a control signal will be sent base on the

result of the coarse comparison from the logic to select 16 segments in a resistor

fold. Then, 16 selected fine reference voltages will be put on the bus and used by

the 16 comParators

In order to minise the total resistance of the ladder, and facilitate the high speed

application a metal line is used as the resistor laclcler'. only the voltage levels in the

lad.der are sensed by the comparator, no current will flow in or out of the ladder'

So,thedisturbancetothereferencevoltagesisrninimised.

3.3.3 The design of an analog switch

In logic circuits, a single transistor can be used to caÏry out the functions of a switch'

because the absolute value of the voltages appliecl to contlol and to pass through

the switch are not a major concern. It only cares about whether the voltage is above

a threshold level arcl replesents an'1'ot below the threshold and represent an'0''

usually, oniy a few selected voltage levels will appear at switch terminals during the

operation
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Contrasting with iogic switches analog switches must be capable to pass variable

voltages appearing at the input nod.es to the output within required distortions all

the time in operation. Therefore, the voltages applied to the control gates must

be adjusted to trace the changing input levels and maint ain Vg" > V to keep the

switches on

An ideal analog switch posses following character-istics[BSC];

- zero impedance gives zero voltage drop when it is on

- infinite impedance gives zero leakage when it is off

- no gate offset voltage aT' zero current

- no offset current at zeto gate voltage

- no load to the controlling source

In addition to above listed requirements, a very important character of GaAs switches

is the existence of a schottky diode across the metal gate and the conductive chan-

nel of t¡e transistor. The diode can be easily folwar-d l¡iased and incur gate leakage

that distorts the signals passed through the siitches a'nd' it must be prevented'

A usual design of analog switch is demonstlated in figure 3.16 [LARS]' In this

switch, a subcircuit is used to provide a voltage shift tracking the input voltage and

to charge up node A to turn the switch on when the clock is at low level. when the
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Figure 3.16: A commonly used switch
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CLOCK

Figure 3.17: A better switch structure

clock goes high, node A will be pull down to zero volt and turn the switch off. A

large number of transistor and rather high current are used in the subcircuit.

A better switch structure is designed and shown in figure 3.17. This switch uses a

diode D2 to charge up node A to a level which is lower than the input voltage by

%¡,. Then, the voltage at node A will be raised through the coupling capacitor to

turn on the switch when the clock goes high'

+

Vsh

T

D1

D2
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In order to maintain high charging speed when the voltage across D2 is iow and keep

node A always following input, a diode connected transistor, in which the gate is

colnected to the drain, is selected here. This diocle is also used to keep the charges

at node A from being lost when the voltage goes up'

The voltage shift can be provided by a source followel when this switch is used to

pass analog input signals, while a second resistor chain is usecl in the case of tlans-

ferring reference voltages.

The input voltage is changing from time to time when it is connected to analog input

source) and if U"(tI) : V^o, and V¿,(tZ) : V^¿n overshoot will happen at the rising

edge of the clock. So diocle D1 is used to release the charges from node A to input

encl and red.uce the ovelshoot at output end. D1 must be connected as indicated

in figure 3.17. So not to lose charges when it is not necessary. However-, D1 can be

eliminated il V¿^ is a fixed voltage when the switch is on. This is applicable when

the input is connected to a fixed voltage reference.

The voltage tlavel at nocle A is decided by the clock swing multiplied by the ratio of

C,ouorcl(C.oupt" I C"* I C¿¿o¿",). If the voltage travel and the I/"h are carefully cho-

sen, the overshoot can be prevent and lo'n' channel lesistance can also be obtained
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when it is used in the path of reference voltages.

However, the voltage travel at node A must be greater than lV to prevent un-

expected switching. Because in the design the outputs of the two switches are

connected together before they are fed into a comparator, and the output voltage

can be pull down 1V by another switch aftet the first one is turned off. In case,

node A travels less than lV, the gate to output voltage may become larger than the

thleshold voltage and turn the switch on again

3.4 The realisation of the comparator

The structule of the reference sampling comparatol is explained in the previous

chapter. The figure is quoted here again. To realise the comparator we need a dif-

ferential amplifier, and a switch for self calibration and an input capacitor for each

branch of the diffelential amplifier

The simplest structure which includes above rnentioned components is shown in

figure 3.19.a. In this cilcuit, a pair of inverter and a single transistor current source

are used to form a differential amplifier. S1 and 52 ale fol self calibration when 53

to 56 are used fol input selection
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Figure 3.18: The reference sampling structure

This circuit is very simple and consists of a small amount of clevices' It provides

very good oflset cancellation and high speed, even though the Miller effect exists'

However, due to the Schottky diode acloss the input nocle A and the output node B'

lhevnacan not exceed 700 mv. But, assuming the gain of this diffelential amplifier

is A,, when input goes up v¿*, \he output will travei ctown by A, times v* and

make Vsd: (t + A")V".

So, the input range will be restricted to within 700mV/(1 + A,), otherwise the diode

will be turned on ancl short input to output Then the function of the differential

amplifler will be lost completely. Therefore, this scheme can not be accepted for 1v

A

0r

+

input dynamic range.
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Figure 3.19: The design of a basic comparator

To release this pÏoblem, a voltage shift from output nocle to input gate must be

applied to create rrtot'e loom for Vsa to swing. The simplest and cornmon way to

provide a voltage shift is to use a diode. Figure 3.19.b shows the modified circuit in

which, a diode and another switch are adcled to each branch of the amplifier. When

both 51 ancL 52 are on during phase 1, the current will flow through the diodes and

the switches, this will generate a level shift frorn the output to the input node'

Mean while, if the ratio of the size of 51 and 52 are carefully chosen, the voltage

acloss si will be small enough to switch the transistor off. This is an attempt of

hysteresis reduction, and will be discussecl in the section of "Hysteresis Reduction"'
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Figure 3.20: Comparators with bootstrapping structure

After.the voltage shift was formed in about 100 ps, S1 of both branch wiil be opened

and aliow the transistors to work for self calibration. Even though, the voltages at

node A and node B will be slowly raised by the cut off current of the diodes in

the approximately 150 ps of self calibration period, the offset cancellation will be

performed, and the level shift will be maintainecl'

This circuit is still very simple anci consurrre very small power' when it works very

fast and perfor.ms very high percentage of offset cancellation' However', due to the

iaclc of confidence in the hysteresis lelief, this scheme is modifred again and a "boot-

strapping stLuctuLe" is adaPted'

In figure 3.20.a,two diodes ale includecl in each Jlranch. D1 is to provide room for
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vna or Q2, and D2 is to provide a level shift from Q1 to Q2 to perform hysteresrs re-

duction which will be explained in the next section' The input signals ale supposed

to appear at both gate of Ql and Q2. But, the positive going input voltage at Q2

is coupled thr.ough the stray capacitance of D2, ancl the ratio of Carl(Caz -f Cqz)

makes a sever-e decay of input signal at Q2. Where C¿z and Cqz are the stray capac-

itance o1D2 and Q2 respectively. Therefore, this circuit is not suitable for further

investigation.

A source follower appear-s to be a good solution to above problem' The circuit

shown in figure 3.20.b is the final canclidate fol this clesign. The transistor Q; of

the source followel provides a level shift from the output node d1 to the gate of

Q2, and a diode di generate a voltage shift between Ql and Q2. S1 in the previous

scheme is cancelled. because a "bootstrapping" is usecl for hyster-esis reduction and

a current source is attached to provide constant voltage shift.

This structure posses high potential to meet the design targets' Its peÏformance

will be discussed in detail in the latter sections'
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Figule 3.21: Difierential amplifier transfer cul.ve with hystelesis

3.4.L A bootstrapping structure for hysteresis reduction

As it was discussed in section 3-1, the hysteresis is rnainly caused by the releasing

pÌocess of the tr.apped charge carriers at the interface of the channel and the sub-

strate. It causes uncertain drain curÏent when the I/g" is selected or uncertain vs"

when the drain current is imposed. An attempt to reduce hysteresis is to push the

7¿" ancl tlteVs, to zero volt at the beginning of ea'ch operation cycle before self cal-

ibr-ation. In doing this we assume the trappecl charges can be totally redistlibuted

when the transistor is pushecl off. In this case only the chalge trapping during self

calibration per.iod will cause hysteresis and affect the accuracy of the cornparison

after.ward. And this hysteresis efiect wiil be cletected as a part of the offset voltage'

The hysteresis only changes the trace of the output voltage as shown in f'gure 3'19'b

and the comparisoll can siill be performed correctly'
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This idea is illustrated in figure 3.19.b by using the 51' However', this idea is

suspended because the time needed for the trapped charges to be released can be as

long as millisecond,s d.uring operation and the measurement of that for a switched

off transistor is not clear. Therefore, the usual way of dealing with hysteresis, that

is to restrict the v¿" travelis adapted. Since the hysteresis is a function of v¿" and

vs", it is generally believed that the hysteresis will be minimised when v¿" is fixed'

To fixed v¿" swing three methocls can be usecl, the common Mocle Feedback (cMF)

presented in [KATSU], cascocling structule ancl bootstlapping stlucture[LARS1]'

cascoding is also commonly used to minimise Miller efferct. However'' it does not

appear to be the best choice fo,.- minirnising I/¿" tlavel cornpared to bootstrapping.

The following three schemes are comparecl to facilitate a, better choice fot hysteresis

reduction. In figur.e 3.22.a is the structure of conve-ntional cascoding. Assuming all

the transistors used. are id.entical and the I/¡¡¡ raises 2LV at the time observed, and

the efiects of V¿" on drain culrents are negligible. Then, clue to the tota'l current

of the differential amplifier is determinecl by a curlent soulce and is constant, the

current increased at one br-anch equals the cu,.-rent leduced in the other branch'

The initial cur-rent in each br.anch is equal and is decided by

W.þ(V,x -v(5))' :W'þ(Vn" - Y(5))'

VtN - I/(5) : Vnø -V(5)

and initially
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Figure 3.22: Three type of hysteresis reduction schemes using Depletion MESFETs

Vt¡,¡:Vnø:V

then voltage change Y at nocle 5 will be incluced by the input change' So the equal

current change in each branch yields

v+zw - (v(5) +Y)'-U-v(5)':u-v(5)'-u- (v(5) +Y)'

where Y is smaller than av. solving this equation, we have

z(U -v(5))(2LV -Y) + (z\v -Y)' :2(vt - v(5)) 'Y -Y2

when AV is small, Y2 anå AI/2 aÏe negligible and Y : LV is obtaincd.
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so, the common mode level v(5) will be raised by LV and the final vs, change at

v¡¡¡ side is av. since the current in Q2 is the same as it is in Ql, the vs" of Q2

must equal to that of Q1. when, vtx - y(5) : av and the "BIAS" is fixed, the

voltage at node 3 v(3) must go down av, so that the vn" or Q1 and Q2 remain the

same. Therefore, a total 2av swing can be found at the v¿" of Q1 and zero volt

swing at the V¿" of Q3.

The same analyses can be applied to the stluctures in figuÏe 3'22'b where the "BIAS"

is not a ind.ependent voltage level but a fixed voltage shift from common mode level

v(5). The result found is that thev¿" travel at Ql is av and the travel at Q3 is

-LV

In the structure shown in figure 3.22.c, the "BIAS" voltages follow v¡7¡ andv¡75,

this structure is called ,,bootstra,pping" rathel than cascoding, the V¿" variation

detected at both Q1 ancl Q3 are zelo volt. The glaph illustrated in figure 3'23

shows the simulation results of above three stÏuctures when a 50 mv input voitage

is applied. The bootstrapping structure incurs a fluctuation of only a few rnillivolts

when other.s have about 2b mV or b0 mV drifts. Although, increasing the size of Q2

in the first and the seconcl case to much largel than Q1, the V¿" travel of Ql can be

reduced., the bootstrapping str¡cture appea,Ïs to be the best choice for restricting

V¿" swing when sma1l chip size is pleferred'
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Though, theva" of Ql is nearly fixed, thev¿" orQ2 is still traveling a wide range ac-

cording to the gain and. theV^. Fortunately, this does not cause hysteresis concern'

Because the drain to source current of Q2 is decided by the Vs, and Va" of Ql, and

the V¿"of Q2 is determined by the current and the resistive load of the circuit' The

Vn" ole2 will be ad,justed automatically to meet the already defined current andV¿"'

Therefore, the existence of hysteresis in Q2 will not affect the accuracy of the circuit'

However, Miller effect is still a concern of the third approach since both the gate of

Ql and Q2 are driven by the input source and performs as an input node' Although

the fixed V¿, of Ql also avoids the Miller effect at Ql, the capacitor across the gate

and drain of Q2 incurs Miller effect in this scheme, while it is reduced dramatically

in other two cases. Thus, other skills such as using small gain are required to deal

with speed.
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Chapter 4

ADC performance optimisation

In the previous section the complete circuit of a comparator is designed. It ex-

hibits the potential of fulfilling the required specifications. Nonetheless, the sizes

of devices, the currents and the voltages applied to the circuit are very important

factors to obtain the required performance. Care must be taken to size the circuit

so that it can operate as what is expected. This chapter will discuss the effects of

the electrical parameters on the offset cancellation, voltage gain and the response

speed of the circuit. Simulation results will be presented to support the findings.
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4.L The effect of offset cancellation on perfor-

rnance

In the discussion in section 3-2, a switch connecting the output node and the input

gate of the soulce follower is included to perform offset cancellation. To avoid dis-

tu¡bance of the self bias point at the high impedance input gate when the switch is

turning off, we need to compeusate the clock feedtlu-ough.

Clock feedthrough is causecl by the movement of charges around the depletion re-

gion coupling through the gate-dlain or the gate-sour-ce <'apacitor of the switch. In

the first case, the charges in a conducting channel of a t.-ansistor will be leleased to

the source and drain when the channel is turned off. The chalges will then cause

voltage drifts at the receiving nodes. If the nocle is a high impedance terminal, the

drifted voltage will remain for a long time, wheleas it will be redistributed and cause

a small glitch for a low impedance terminal.

The contribution of the parasitic ca,pacitors to the feedthlough is illustrated in figure

4.1 and can be explessed lry [?]

LV" : (#a) dtr inl(v,^ ¡ r1) , (r/. + I1)l
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Figure 4.1: Clock feedthrough

whele V¿ is the thresh.old voltage. Clock feedthr-ough only couples part of a transi-

tion from 0v to v* + v1 when the transistol is off ancl the drain is connected to a

high impedance output capacitor. Aftel the gate-souÏce or the gate-drain voltage

is high enough to turn the transistor on, the clrain is connected to low impedance

source) and the clock d.oesn't couple to the drain. Figure 4.2 illustrates a modified

switch aimed to reduce the clock feedthrough. Since the feedthrough depends on

the voltage travel between the thresholcl of the switch and the low level of the clock,

it is important to equalise the gate voltage swing at both transistor. This is similar

to MOS technology where only half of the char-ges need to be compensated at the

output encl. So the sizes of the devices in the right half of the switch which com-

pensate the feedthrough ale half the size of the original switch itself.

The performance of this mociifiecl switch clepends heavilv on the behavioul of the

channel clock feedthrough which is related to the modification of the depletion region

under the gate. unfortunately, this property is not characterised in our model'

Vin s D +

T-
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Figure 4.2: A modified switch for self calibration

The expected voltages at both encl of the switch shoulcl be the same at the end of

each seif calibration cycle. So the switching function can be carried out by a single

transistor if the voltage applied to the gate is carefully chosen. Also the concern

of perturbating the self bias point can be greatly lecluced by using a small ratio of

the size of the switching tlansistor over the input gate. With the use of a single

transistor, the capacitive load seen by the output node is much smaller than that

of using the analog switch which helps detelmine the operating speed (figure 4.3).

There are two r-easons foi- the choice of a high gate-source voltage to the switch.

One is that the resistance of the switch, which is an impoltant factor of switching

speed, depends on the appliecl voltage. The second is that insufficient gate voltage

ln

+
+
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Figure 4.3: A single transistor- feedback switch

will turn the switch off before the input node A is chargecl up to the level of the

driving output node, ct1. This causes poor offset cancellation performance. Figure

4.4 shows the input and output culves of a comparison cycle (bottom one) and the

magnifled original self calibration (top one). It derronstrates that the differential

output voltage (dashed line) approaches the diffelential input voltage when the

applied gate voltage increases.

However, a very high gate voltage will incul gate leakage which will replace part of

the normal current in the diffelential amplifier. This will cause an incorrect result

at the output node and it will be tlansfelred to the input gate duling the self cali-

bration cycle and cause errors after the self calibration cycle'

leakage
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Figule 4.5: The cascaclecl structure of switching capacitor comparator

Therefore, the level of dl at the quiescent state aftel self calibration is limited to

0.3-0.4V. The low level of the clock applied to the switch is determined by the need

to keep the switch off when the output node dl travels to the bottom of its dynamic

range. A very low voltage should be avoided to prevent large clock feedthrough.

This voltage level can match the one applied to all analog switches if the output

swing equals the input dynamic ra,nge.

There is another feature in this design that can reduce the effect of offset voltage,

- the cascaded structure of the switching capacitol corrlar-ator. Since this design

may use moïe than one compar-ator stage and the output of each stage is isolated by

the input capacitor of the following stage, only the clynamic change can be passed

ancl amplified in the following stages.

Therefore, the ADC operates a,s an offset fi'ee circuit when the following two con-
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ditions are true. First, the final differential input voltage caused by the offset is

well within the linear gain region of the comparator, so that it will not degrade the

gain. Second, the differential output voltage of the last stage is much smaller than

the output voltage swing, so that the differential output can represent the logical

results of the comparisons correctly.

4.2 The comparator gain and operatittg range

In the previous study the requirement of a compa,ratol gain greater than 100 has

been discussed. The larger gain improves the resolution of the comparator, but

very often the factors which lead to a high gain are also the draw back of other

figures of merit such as power clissipation, speed ancl chip size. When a large gain

is considered the associated cost to other factors should not be ignored.

Due to the small tlansconcluctance of GaAs circuits comparecl to Silicon technology,

very high gain is unachievable, therefore a cascacle structure of amplifiers is neces-

sary. The lack of a depletion tra,nsistor (DFET) as the loacl forces us to choose either

resistors or enhancement tlansistors fol loads. If an enhancement type transistor is

used as a load, the gain of the comparatol will heavily depencl on the ratio of the

loacl transisto. over the cur'.ent supply tlansistor-. Resìstor loads may be selected if
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small chip area and low parasitic capacitance are required

4.2.L The equivalent circuit and the analysis for gain

From the mathematical derivation in Appendix B and Appendix C, the midband

gain, in which the effects of the stray capacitances are negligible, can be expressed by

A,: G^Í . -G^
G^¡ * G¿¡ Gt

where

C¿n is the input capacitance

C¡ is the gate-drain capacitance of Q ¡

G^¡ is the transconductance of Q ¡

G¿¡ is the output conductance of Q ¡

G- is the transconductance of Ql (Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4 are identical)

Gt is the lf Rt

set

.G*
AlJout

Lrl
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Figure 4.6: The circuit for the measurerlent of gain

It is obvious that the gain of the comparator consists of three main components:

the ratio of the input capacitor over the input gate capacitance (Ar.¿n), the gain of

the source follower, it will be callecl input gain (Au¿^) hereafter, and the ga,in of the

clifferential amplifrer or the output gain (Auour). Because the circuit will be required

to operate in lalge signal applications, the sensitivity ot the Schottky gate diode

must be always kept in mind through out the design worh. The cross infl.uences

between the source followel and the amplifier makes it necessary to consider the

effects of each parametel on the ovelall performance.
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4.2.2 The factors affecting voltage gain

Ar.in is deter.mined only by the ratio of the capacitances, it behaves as a voltage

divider- at a very wicle frequency range. When C¡n \ncreases or the size of Q ¡ de-

creases, Ar,in increases and then saturates and approaches to one from below. In

order not to consume too much area' we keep C¡n in 1 pF range.

In or.der- to explole to effects of the parameters on the gains, the input gain Au¿n is

measured as (Vs;. -Vnàl(V,o -V"¡) and Auo,,¿ as (I/¿, -Vn)l(Vnin -Vs,")' The

char.acteristic of Vat and /¿r1 versus Vnr-V.¡ ute a,lso simulated to unclerstand the

overall effects.

Some conditions must be preset based on the requirements for commonly used de-

vices and the possible operating range of the final design. Fitst, a 4-5V poïver

supply is chosen to match the most popular V¿¿ talge used in logic circuitly. Then

the resistive load is 1 k0, transisto' sizes a'e WÍ : 80 pm, W^- 40 p"rn, Wa¿ -

10 ¡r,m, cuLrents ar'e set to I¡ - l mA, I*:2 mA and tlre initial voltage at the

gates of the source followers are set to I/¿¿ - (I^.-r?¡). The detailed structure of the

simulated circuit appear-s in Appendìx D: Av-meas'

The variations of the gains will be discussecl in two parts: the effect of the soulce

follower and the effect of the clifferential amplifier. Since the G¿¡ is usually much
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smaller Íhar G^¡, the input ga,in Au¿n is cletelrninecl mainlyl¡Y G*¡ which is a

strong function of the source follower cur-rent Iy. Distinct from typical source fol-

lower.s, this structure includes a diode and drives two output capacito.-s. However,

if the diode is driven into a high output conductance point by a high 1;, as it is

explained in Appendix B, the equivalent resistance of the diode can be neglected.

Then, the two output capacitors can be tleated as one, and the circuit can be ana-

lyzed as a typical source follower'.

1) The effects of source follower size and the current

Since the cur.rent .I¡ is imposed by a culrent soulce, so when the width of G ¡ changes

the Vn"- % will be changecl according to -Iy or vise versa. From G : þ 'W '(Vs" -U)

ancl 1 :2.þ.W.(I/s"- U)r, weknow that when I4l incr.eases by afactor M and 1y

is constant,Vn"-I/, will clecrease byllJM,so G increases by JtW. t¡i" condition

can be applied to the source follower, and an Au¿n change by approximately JM "un

be expected. The change in W¡ will also change Au"in. This reduces the influence

of W¡ on overall gain.

On the other hand a vely small W¡ relaled to the /; will incur a high %" which

canses gate leaka ge at Q ¡ and generates a low resistance ratio of gate impedance

over inpnt ¡esistance which clegrades the input signals and the Au¿*. The value of

G,"¡f Gs",where G' is the gate conductanceof Q¡, appeals to be a good indicator

of the compromise. Accolcling to PML's measurement, the best trade off is at Vn,
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As a pre-requisit condition for proper operation of the source follower the current

1¡ must be large enough, in fact the larger .I¡ gives more G*¡ an.d hence the higher

the value of Au¿n (figure 4.7). It also affects the output gain through its gate-source

voltage drop. In the case of insufficient 1¡ the Vn" - V¿ will be very small and the

voltage at 91 will be very close to dl. Thus, lheV¿" of. Q2 will be pushed into the

ohmic region and high output gain is available only at srnall input voltage (figure

4.8).

I
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2) The effect of amplifier parameters

The gain of a basic differential amplifier as shown in figure 3.19 is the same as an

inverter, 
^G^-- 

where G^ is the transconductance, G¿ is the output conductance of
/ tr I+Li d

thetransistorinaninvelterand G¡isllR¡ of theresistorload. WithafixedV¿"of.

Q1, our bootstrapping structure also offers a gain as an ideal inverter, in which the

effect oT Ga is cancelled (Appendix B). Thus the gain is determinedby G* and .R¿.

It is easy to see that larger values of r?¡ and G,, implies higher output gain can be

achieved.

G^ is a function of the amplifier- current I^, the transistor size W and Vs" - V.

This is the same as the source follower, only W ot Vs, - 14 rrray be detelrnined inde-

pendently while the other will be adjusted by the selected 1- which is determined

by the size and the bias voltage of the curlent source' When

ol'

and

G I.W.O

G:2.p'W'(Vn"-V)

A,)out:-?

are applied to

I12



a better expression of the output gain can be obtained when IzIl is frxed

, 2' I*' Rt
AUout:- 

V*_y,
(4.1)

OL

Auout: -2. Rl I^-W . p (4.2)

when Vn" - V¿ is fixed

In expressions 4.1 and 4.2 -R¿ is the dominant factor. It shows a linear relationship

with the output gain while other factors have a square root lelationship. In figure

4.10 tlre output gair_ Auou¿ is proportional to rB¿, and increases with the increasing

bias voltage when W* rernains constant. But for a fixed Va¿, a very large value

of I*.,R¿ will pull down the common moc{e levei and the operating point through

the source follower during self calibration. This will cause an insufficient I/¿" of the

current source and the amplifier culrent 1- will be recluced and so is output gain.

At tlre same time, the incleasing bias causes increasing gate leakage and ptll Au¿,

down, while the r?¿ mostly doesn't affect the input gain. When the I^' Rt becomes

too large and the 1- is reduced, the Vn" ol Q1 also lecluced. Thus, the gate leak-

age cleclines and Au;n goes up again. However, the circuit does not work any more

beyond this point because the current source is nearly turned off and the supplied

current is too small.
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The tlansfer- curve illustrated in figure 4.11 shows the overall effect of the input

and the output gain. Many important chalactei-istics of the comparator ale demon-

stratecl in this figure. The top gr-aph in figure 4.11 shows the differential output

voltages ver-sns differential input voltage, and the bottom one displays the absolute

output voltages V¿1 and I/¿,r. In the simulation, a fixed voltage is used to supply

tlre power. The common mode level (V(5)) is determined by the I^' Rt and the

voltage ch'op thlough the source follower during self calibration cycles.
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Fir-st, it shows the largel I*.Rt gives a wider-output swing ancl the steeper slope of

tlre curve which represents the total gain. Second, the maximurn value of V¿¡ can

-,-eaclr theVaa level when the current in the branch of dr1 is totally cut off.

In contrast, the V¿1 travel is restricted by a combined effect of gate current and the

desaturation of Q2. When input increases, the current in the branch of. Vn increases

and the V¿" oT Q2 drops, this drives Q2 into the ohmic region. Meanwhile, the input

also enhances gate cullent ancl I/¿r stalts to go up due to the recluced cur-rent. Then

the gate current increases exponentially as the culrent in the branch increases by

the square law with the incleasing input voltage. Eventually, the fast increased gate

leakage will take the place of the normal cut-.ent and supply the current required by

the cur.'r.'ent source. This will cause a curlent recluction in the branch and positive

gain u'ill occul.

Frorn the above study, a la,r'ge input voltage cloes not give a large output' This

implies a result of input c{ecreasing will be given when a, very large increasing input

is applied. This problem is aggravated at the latter stages of the comparator where

the input voltages ale arnplified by the earlier stages. So the output range needs to

be controlled. On the other hancl, maximum gain is desilecl for small input voltages,

therefole, the value of -R¿ must be calefully chosen so that the output response is

large enough to make the initial output voltage caused by the offset negligible and

also prevent severe degradation of output pelfolmance.
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In figure 4.11 the effect of a very lalge 1-.-R¿ is presentecl in the case of Rt :2

kf) (curve markecl 5). However, a larger V¿¿ can alleviate the problem at the cost

of higher power consumption. Figure 4.12 shows that the curve bending is reduced

when the initial output level is set constant and the power supply voltage follows

the I^. R¡.

1- is another factol which significantly affect gain, but it can not be investigated

independently as -R¿ was done. This is because it will incur a change in size or Vs,
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of the main transistors Q1 - Q4. So, the effects of the transistor size W* will be

discussed together. Since the design uses the minimum channel length of the tran-

sistor- which is defined by the process technology, only changing the channel width

is discussed.

First, the curve in figure 4.13 clemonstrated that the change of Auo,,¿ in the case of

a fixecl 1- is proportional fo 1/a when W^ changes b5' the factor a which agrees

with equation 4.2. Meanwhile, an incLeasingW^ induces a smaller Vn" and less gate

leakage, so a slowly incleasìnE Au¿, is obtainecl (figule 4.14). On the other hand,

when W^ is getting smaller, the rapidiy ìncreasing %" and the gate leakage forces

Au¿n to drop very quickly. When we look at the curve of Au¿n versus Vssl we ca,î

see that Au¿,, clrops very quickly when %" it greater than 0.6V (figure 4.15).

The transfer curve in figure 4.16 shows the overall lesult of changinç W* when

I^ and A¡ are fixed. Usually the output swing is detelmined by I^ . Rt, but this

sirnulation result shows a sma,llel output lange for a small W^. This is because the

gate leakage associated with the smallerl4/* are larger and they restlict the current

gain in the amplifier.

For larger t.ansistors, the initial Vn" and gate leakage a,re small. When an input

change Vn i, applied ¡o l/(gin,gre), the ga,te-sour-ce voltage of Q1 increases by

Lf 2V¿, while that of Q3 clecr-eases by almost the sa,me amount. So, the cttrrent in
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d1 branch increases and that in the dr'l branch clecreases, meanwhile the leakage

current in the d1 branch also increases. Because of the relatively large value of G^

for large transistors, the current switching is faster and it is demonstlated by the

steeper slope in the tlansfer curve in figure 4.16.

Both branches of the amplifier rernain working until the input incleases to a point

which turns off Q3 and all current needed to supply the current source will be drawn

from the d1 branch. Since the initial Vn" of Q3 is small, and the room for Q3 to drop

before it is turned off is also small, this point can be reachecl at small input voltages'

The leakage is still small ancl the curr-ent is mainly supplied through the resistive

load. This enables the output swing to reach a level very close to the maximum

value of In .-R¿. Beyond this point, the input variation will be totally reflected on the

Vn" of Q1 and Q2. Moreover', the decleased Va" of Q2 will push its Ve" further for the

same amount of current. This accelerates the increase of gate current. When gate

leakage is incleasing ancl the total current remains the same, the normal current is

decreasing. This catlses the decline of output differential voltages.

What happens in the case of small tlansistols is that a higher Vn" is actìvated and

large gate current is drawn before input is applied. Due to the srnall G,,, and large

Vn",the normal branch current is addecl slowly while the leakage supplies a signifi-

cant part of the total cu-,-rent. Therefor-e, the output voltage not only goes up slowly

it also stops and star-ts to decline before the blanch of drl is turned off. Therefore,
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the maximum output voltage can never be reached even though the V' starts to

drop at higher input voltage. It is also shown in figure 4.16, that the output of a

larger transistor reduces faster than smaller one. This is due to the gate crtnent of

larger transistors increasing quicker.

In the case of the application of a large negative input, the common mode level V(5)

will be pulled down. If the initial V(5) doesn't have enough room for the swing, the

V¿" of the current soulce of the arnplifiel will become too small and 1', will be re-

duced or even turnecl off. This should be prevented when cleterminingV¿¿ and I,n'Rt.

Suppose Vn" is fixed ancl IÃ/,,, of Ql is changecl. That in turn changes I^. The

result will be the same as when -¡?¿ is an indepenclent variable, and the choice of

Va¿ is critical. So far, we have the perception that the power must be large to

assure stable opelation. In fact, when the power consumption is not a concern, the

problem associatecl with a restricted V¿¿ in the study of high value ol I^ '-R¿ can be

eliminated and a very high gain is possible. Hou'evet, a rrrinimum po\¡el dissipation

is also one of the important figures of melit. The rninimum powel supply voltage

should be enough to provide theV¿" for Q1, Q2 when the output nodes ale swing

within The I*.fi¿, and allows the current source to operate in saturation when the

input is travelling in 1V r-ange. Therefore, 4V is a suitable supply with 1,, 'Rt : LV.
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4.2.3 Summary of gain constraints

The conclusion fol the choice of the parameters fol the highest gain with a compat-

ible power supply and power consumption ale:

1. large -¿?¿ but it shoulcl not cause insufficient common mode level and desatura-

tion of the current source.

2. large I^bttt care nust be taken to plevent the same problem as -B¿.

3. large W^ and keep Ve" small, aVn" exceecling 0.6V should be avoided for Ql -

Q4. But it is not a restliction for the current source. Also a Vr" greater than

0.4V is necessaly for the sirnulation model to fully characterise the circuit.

4. large 1¡, however the effect of higli I¡ on lhe Au;n tends to satutate when ! is

sufficient for celtain sizes of souÌce follower anc{ diode.

5. suitable size of W¡ to keep the I/n" at 0.4V according to 1¡.

In order to give a guide line for furthel study of the speed, the possible number

of stages in cascade is investigated. Since the overall gain of the comparator must

be greater than 100, assuming Ar"in'Au¿n - 0'9, P:2.598 -4 and Vs":0.4V,

Auou > 110 is required ancl following two formula are used to estimate the values

oI parameters.

Auout : -'-','^' !'vs"-v
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and

Auort: -2' Rl I^.W ' p

In the case of a single stage structure, 2. I*.RlQ.4-0.217) > 110, so I*.4 > 10V.

Therefore a I2Y powel supply is requiled in adclition to the large current and huge

transistor to operate properly. For a two stage structure, Auout > 11 is required,

so 1,,. 4 >1.0V is enough using 4V power supply, one milliampere current with a

resistor of 1K0, and a transistol size of 110 ¡;m is suitable. As for a three stage

structure, Auout > 5.2 and so I . R >0.47V is requiled. Therefore, a power supply

less than 3.5V and a 50 ¡rm tlansistor is needed to perfot'm the specified functions'

4.3 The factors affecting operating speed

The conversion time specification provides an inclication of the system sampling

rate. The time needed to completed a conversion is expressed as

conversion time (8 Bit) : 1 trt

or as a rate

conversion rate (8 Bit) : I GHz or simply 1 Giga sarnple/second'
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When the speed of the compalator is considered, the following items must be inves-

tigated;

1. slew rate which is related to the dr"iving current

2 poles and zeros which are directly related to response time and

3. the coupling by stray capacitances which may cause unexpected delay

In addition the time needed for self calibration is also a rnajor factor-.

Slew rate is defined as the voltage swing driven by a output device per unit time.

It is usually expressed in the form of ff. St.* rate heavily depends on the driving

capability of the output device and the load seen by it. Therefore, slew rate is also

expressed in the form of C 'LV : I .Lt when Q : C.7 and XÌ :1 are combined.

In this design, assuming the output loacl is the stray capacitance Csa of an 80 ¡;m

wide transistor gate and the slew la,te is 1V/300ps, the curlent needed to satisfy

this specification can be calculated,

0.26fF.80.1V:I '300ps

I :0.07m4

The current used to meet the requirecl gain is more than enough to drive the out-
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put 1oad. Considering the slew rate of the source follower driving the amplifier,

the input gates of the amplifier are in the range of 40 to 70 p'lllr wide with a gain

of approximately five, thus a current greater than 0.35 mA will be sufficient. The

total resistance of the resistor ladder is around of 30 Cl when the voltage across the

ladder is lV. So the driving current is around 33 mA which is enough to drive 16

gate capacitances of 80 ¡;m wide transistors with the same rate. Therefore, the slew

rate is not a conceïn for the operatiou speed of this design.

Concerning the response time, the locations of poles must be studied. The pole is

given by s, :2trrn : TlRc ancl the rising tirne Tr : 2.2RC : 0.351 Ín[Millman]

is defined as the time from 70 % to 90 % of. voltage swing.

An energy storage elernent in a cilcuit forms a pole. In the analysis of the operating

state of the design, poles can be found simply by locating the independent energy

conservative networks in the simplified equivalent cilcuit as illustlated in flgure 4.17.

Three poles are found in the circuit at

G" G^¡lG¿¡lG'^ 
-Gtöpt:ffisp2: c* "ps:C (4.3)

where

C* : Cn"¡ * 2Cs"*+ (1 - Auo,¿)Cna^ ! Csao
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Figure 4.17: A sirnplified comparator equivalerrt circuit

C¡: Csa¡ ¡ Cna^

This result is identical to what is found in the analysis in Appendix C. The two Cs"*

in C^ is du to two input gates in the amplifier. Fr-om the locations of the poles we

find that the circuit can be split into three modules. Each pole represents the speed

of a module which can be investigatecl and modifiecl inclividually for the response of

the circuit. Those response speeds of the modules are callecl switching speed, input

speed and the output speecl. If any of the thlee poles satisfies spø 2 4spo, then sro will

be the dominant pole ancl the cleciding factor of the overall response time. [Millman]

The locations of the poles are estimated basecl on the possible sizes of transis-

tors used in the circuit. The results show that three poles are located in the
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Figule 4.18: The analog switch

range 20 GHz to 75 GHz. Because they are very close to each other, there is

no dominant pole in this circuit. So any change in the parameters can affect

the speed of the cilcuit. In orclel to optimise the performance of this compara-

tor, the efiects of the values of each component on the response time are stud-

iecl by observing the lesponse at three differential voltages. These ale defined as

V" : V¡ozs - V¡orzstVn : lln;n - Vnr", andVout : Votúpr - Voutnl (Appendix D: meas-

3da), these are cletected at the input gates of the source followers, the input gates

of the amplifier and the output nodes of the amplifier'. They correspond to the

switching speed, input speed and output speed lespectively.

sor is related to the switching speecl which is detelminecl mainly by the channel

resistance r?" of the switch when it is in the 'ON' state and the gate to drain

capacitance Csü oT Q ¡. When Cna¡ is a function of IM¡ and Vs"¡, A" is cletermined

by the size of the switch l4l" and the gate to source voltage I/n" applied'
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AS

The gate-source voltage of the switching tlansistor Q1 (figure 4.18) can be calculated

Vs"":Vn-V"n+U,r(ffi)

where

C, is the coupling capacitance,

C" is the gate capacitance of the switching transistor,

Cn and C¿2 ate the stlay ca'pacitances of D1 ancl D2

Obviously, large values of lts"" and I4l, lead to small value of ,?" and high response

speed. As cliscussecl pleviously the clock swing must match the requiled voltage

change at node A, ancl a high clock level must be under the limit of the maximum

value for the feedback transistor of the amplifier. So the clock range may be deter-

mined ancl Vs, can be acljusted through the capacitance ratio and V"n. When W,

increases, the channei resistance tends to decrease. At the same time the weight of

C" decreases and so does %"". So this change may increase or decrease the total -¡?,

depending on the weight of C" ancl the change of IM".

When the sizes of the transistors and the capacitor are selected based on the con-

sideration of chip area, V"¡ can be used to shift the level at node A and determines

the Vs"". However, a very high value of Vs"" causes overshoot at the output node

while it gives small A" anci a short response time. The overshoot will take quite

a long time to recover, ancl it also needs some time to ma,ke up the lost charge
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Figure 4.19: The switching response of a 10 ¡um wide switch when clock swing is 1.3V

(bottom) - 1.7V (top)

from node A in tire next cycle of operation. Figure 4.19 and figure 4.20 show the

transient simulation of a switch in which C" is 0.1 pF, clock swings vary from 1.3V

to 1.7V with the high level fixed to 3.3V, V,n is 0.8V, diodes are 10 ¡;m wide and

the switching transistor is 10 ¡;m wide in figure 4.19 and 20 pm wide in frgure 4.20.

D1 is not included in these simulations.

Ã 20 ¡,tm wide transistor is chosen for the switch. Because it gives 0.5V for 7n""
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when clock is high, and 2K-5K fl for rB". So the rise time can be estimated to be

200 ps for a 80 p,rn wide Q ¡.

Changing Çy varies Cna¡ but not significantiy, because the larger W¡ is, the smaller

Vn"¡ willbe when 1¡ is fixed. Smaller Vs"¡ will reduce Cna¡ by the widened depletion

layer undel the gate. So the size of Q ¡ i" not an important factor for the switching

speed. HoweveL, a very small Q¡ shoulcl be avoicled because it provides alargeVn"¡

and in turn increases gate leakage which degrades the input signal and causes charge

loss from the gate oÏ Q¡.

As well as being an important factol for the input gain, the sotlrce follower current 1¡

is also a critical variable of the input speed. Figure 4.21 shows simulation results of a

cascade stlucture comparator. Three groups of curves are selected to demonstrated

the response of the first stage of the compalator. The top group leplesents the

switclring speed. The rniddle group are the response of Vn, and the output curves

r-epresentin gVout are the bottom group. The simulation file is attached in Appendix

D (meas-3da).

Because tþe behaviour of I/", Vn and Vou are independent of each other, the rise

times can be calculated by using following equation [Millman],

T,r2+7,22+7,32." (4.4)Tr : I.l
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when a comparator stage is analyzed a series of non-intelacting moclules.

Figure 4.21 show that switching speed is not affected by changing .I¡ while the input

speed is dramatically improved by a high value of I¡. The fact of haldly changed

switching speed is also seen in other simulations. Since the output rise time is the

sum of the input response tirne and the output response time (equation 4.4), the

decline of output lise time here is due to the leduction of input rise time rather

than the decrease of output rise time itself. It is also found that the effect of 1¡ is

rrruch rrror-e significant when ! is small.

When 1¡ is ver-y small the slew rate becomes the main factor of the slow input

speed. Moreover, the associated small values of G^¡ ancl Go also pull spz t,o a low

frequency when a larger Iy inculs \arge G^¡ and Go which generates a large value of

soz. Nonetheless, a vely la,rge value of ,I¡ does not improve the performance indefi-

nitely, because the change of G^¡ is limited by the Vn, oT Qy assumingW¡ is fixed.

Figure 4.21 also shows the rise time measured when the source follower ctrrrent is

changing. Although, a larger size of Q¡ and high value of I ¡ can further improve

the input speecl, the implovement is relatively small ancl the switching speed will

degrade aftel some time. So there is no much benefit to over all response time for

a large souLce follower.

The size of the t¡a,nsistors, which form the differential amplifier, plays a significant
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role in determining the input speed. In the expression of spz (Eq.a.3), the gate to

drain capacitance nultiplied by the output gain (Miller effect) plus two times the

gate to source capacitance creates the major part of Crn. The transistor size W^

therefore plays a critical role in the input speed.

In addition,I4I,, is also an important variable for output response because lhe Csa^

of Q^ in tlre expression of sps (Eq.a.3) is directly related to W* when C¿"^ is neg-

Iigible. Since both input ancl output rise time increase with increasing W^,lhe two

curves of rise times in figure 4.22 display a increasing gap between them.

Another major factol in cletermining the speed is the resistive load ,B¡. It can be

very easily seen that s2s is directly proportional to -R¿ while ,R¿ does not influence

input speed at all. This is shown ìn figure 4.23. II is also found in the study that

the arnplifieL cur.'rent 1,, and the Vn, of Q,, has vely little effect on the tesponse

time. The clata measuled for the figur-es of rise tirne are displayed in Appendix D:

data

One contr-ibutor to the response time is coupling which can be found in the path

fi'om the input capacitor to node gin or gre (flgure 4.6). They appear when a voltage

change is applied to either input node of the cornparator-. It can be coupled through

the stray capacitances in the circuit or thlough the power r-ail to the other side of

the cornpalator-. It recluces the amplitude of the clifferential input voltage and takes
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time to reach a stable level. Coupling is a function of stlay capacitances and the

amplitude of input voltage changes. Figure 4.24 shows the coupling detected at

node gre when 700 mV is applied to node gin. The arnplitude of the coupled signal

is proportional to the size of the transistors of the amplifier and the time needed for

the coupled signal to settle also increases with the transistor size. Fortunately, the

current in the source followel I ¡ can reduce both the a,mplitude and the settling time

of the coupled signal (figure 4.25). Coupling is also found at the input capacitors.

This can be minimisecl by reducing the resistance of the input switches.

Self calibration is a major time consumer in the operation. It starts when the
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feedback switches of the amplifier are closed until the output voltage of each amplifier

stage is stable. The comparator becomes unstable when a feeclback loop is formed by

the switches and ringing effect shows during self calibration period. This is believed

to be caused by the close proximity of the poles [Millman] ISEDRA]. As shown in

figure 4.26 and figure 4.27 the time needed for the ringing to settle heavily depends

on the size of input switch, Irll" and the main transistor, W^. It is also found that

the rilging effect will disappear when input switches are replaced by ideal voltage

souïces. The nonideal switches therefore contribute to ringing effect and the efforts

for minimising this effect is in line with that for high speed operation. Consequently,

in our design it takes 500 to 600 ps for the ringing to settle to less than 5 mV.

The conclusions for the choices for improved response speed are

- large source follower current

- small rnain transistols width

- small value of lesistive load

- small size of Qy but should avoid Vs,, > 0.4I/

- suitable size of switch, according to the capacitance r-atio and the clock swing

A 20 p,n wide transistor is selected for the design.
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4.4 Cornparator parameters

From the discussions in previous sections, the final choice of device parameters may

be done. As explained in section 4.2, a single stage comparator is not suitable for

our design. This conclusion is also confirmed in the consideration of speed because

to achieve the required gain and proper operating conditions, a transistor greater

than 1 mm wide is needed. The responding time is estirnated to be around a few

nanoseconds.

If two cascaded stages are used, the transistor size usecl in the amplifier is around

110 pm wide and the output rise time for a stage is 470 ps by extrapolation. The

formula for a cascaded strùcture of identical stages must be applied to calculate the

total rise time of the comparator. [Millman]

1*
Jn q'l ln 1

LI _I

fø

where

./¡¡ is the high 3dB frequency of a single stage

/17 is the high 3dB frequency of the cascaded stages

n is the number of stages.

Tr* : rr 11fft" - 1

From Tr :0.351 lH we have
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So, the totai rise time for a two stage structure is estimatecl to be 7I2 ps. There are

two rise times and. a self calibration included in one completed conversion cycle. This

removes the possibility of using a two stage comparator to reach lG conversions per

second. In the three stage structure, the transistor size W^ is about 50 ¡-lrn' Thus

the output rise time for an individual stage is estimated to be 180 ps, and the overall

rise time is about 360 ps. Multiplying the rise time by two and adding the time

needed for self calibration, a completed cycle needs 1.3 ns. To drive the amplifier

faster, smaller t.ansistols must be used. This will push Vs" higher, which incurs

more gate leakage and sacrifices the output gain by enlar-ged vs" - u. However,

larger curr..ent can be drawn to make up the gain loss. Moleover, the high value

of Vs" is acceptable as long as the output differential voltage at 1V input is much

greater than the initial differential voltage at the end of self calibration. Therefore,

40 ¡.tm transistors are used with the gate to sottïce voltage pushed up to 0'55V'

Figure 4.28 demonstrates the simulation results at the outputs of the three stages

of th.e compar.ator. A total cycle time of I.4 ns is obtainecl. The simulation file is

similar to the frle meas-3da for speed measurement except there are no measuring

instructions.
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Chapter 5

The layout of the ADC

Layout is the procedure to convert circuit specifications into a series of patterns

which will then be placed on a set of masks fol IC fabrication. A layout rule is the

link between the circuit designer and the process engineel cluring the manufacturing

phase. Over the years, there have been several approachr:s used to describe design

rules. The most comrrronly used rules are the lambda-basecl and micron-based rules.

Lambda rule were made popuiar by Mead and Conway fot' silicon, which charac-

terizes the lines width and resolution of the chip. But clue to the degradation in

circuit performance, lambda-based rules are not suitable for GaAs processes IESHR].

Micron-based rules specify directly the minimurn requilecl spacing, widthr overlap

. . . etc. which can be applied immediately for mask rna,king'
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The main objective associated with the iayout rule is to ol'rtain the circuit with opti-

mum yield with as small geometry as possible without compromising the reliability.

An aggressive rule increases the probability of improvements in circuit performance

at the cost of yield when a conservative rule tends to assure the functioning of the

integrated circuit. So, usually the rule is a compromise of process yield ancl circuit

performance and vely often the rule is determinecl by process designers a,ncl the

manufacturing equiprnent. A layout rule suitable for' 0.7 pm gate length process is

provided by Philips Mic,-owave Limiel (PML) found|y for this project.

5.1- Layout tools

Layout rules have been implemented using Magic version 6 CAD software. Based

on the Mead-Conway style of design, Magic is clevelopecl by UCB and Western Re-

search Laboratory in U.S. It uses simplifled design lules ancl cilcuit st'uctures. For

example, Magic pelmits only vertical and horizontal edges of the geometries (Man-

hattan design). The conservative rules make it easier to do circuit design at the

cost of 5-10%o density loss. Like many other layout tools, Magic uses boxes as the

base to build cells and interconnects. Magic is hierarchical, performs on line DRC,

produces CIF etc etc ... Magic's normal extlaction is to ltimp resistances on a node
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into a single value. In branch networks this approximation is often not available. It

includes accurate path length extraction which is an important feature when dealing

with high speed circuits.

Layout normally needs to capture both layer and topology information. The ad-

vances that are taking place in GaAs are very complex and some what inhibit the

visualization of all the mask levels used in the fabrication process. Color coding

and symbolic presentation removes much of the complexity associated with a given

design. The color cocling used in Magic is described briefly.

Green: implant or diffusion layer

Blue: first metal layer' (metal 1)

Purple: second metal layer (metal 2)

Red: shallow n- layer

Gray: contact metal

Brown: gate metal

Black cross: via between metal 1 and metal 2

Yellow: the metal layer for the top plate of capacitols.

- Green color identify all the active legions which eventua,lly forms DFET, EFET,

active loads, Schottky diodes and implant resistors

- Green inside led layer forms n- channel for EFETs
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- Brown ovellap green forms Schottky gate.

- Implant lesistors are formed with the same structule as transistors without

gate metal.

- Capacitors are built with Blue on the bottom, Yellow layer for the top plate

Purple on the top and a via to connect the top plate and metal 2.

5.2 General layout considerations

In addition to the specifiecl widths and spacings for building cells and blocks of an

IC, some general but important conventions should be implemented in the layout

to reduce the possible and unexpected elrors in the pelformance of the IC a,fter the

fabrication.

First the communication paths between cells and positioning of power and ground

buses have significant influence upon the performa,nce of high speed VLSI systems.

For example, in high frequency switching operation, the clock lines are usually the

noise makers. Through the parasitic capacitance between parallel lines, the noise

in clock lines will be couplecl to their neighbours. Thelefore, an unshield power rail

will carry the noise to every where in the cilcuit. This is especially true for GaAs

ICs since they are usually used in high frequency operation. Thus, long signals and

global control paths are conveniently run in parallel, with a ground bus located in
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between the two to leduce the fast transient coupled to \la¿

Second, the layout is required to be as symmetry as possible over the chip. Since

this circuit uses fully differential architecture and the acculacy is a major concern

of this design, the electrical differences caused by the physical asymmetry should be

avoided. This includes the variation of capacitive loacl inculled by different lengths

of interconnections and the influence from the acljacent environment. In the build-

ing of cells, active devices are usually placed in the center'.

Third, there ale power supply and ground line distlibution lules. The prime pre-

requisite for power and gr-ound lines are to provide constant and equal voltage to

all the devices on a chip. However, the issues which '¡'ill cletermine the performance

are IESHR].

- metal migration

- voltage drop

If the current density in a metal line exceeds a thresholcl va,lue, the metal atoms

begin to move in the dilection of current flow. When there is a constriction in the

line, metal atoms move at a faster rate which subsequently lesult in constriction to

blow like a fuse. For the PML process, the limit of the culrent density of metal 1

with fixed thickness is 3 rrr{lpm and 6 m{lprn fol metal 2.
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Voltage drop associated with the ground bus deteriorates the noise margin of logic

gates. The variations in ground potential is determined by the product of the cur-

rent in the bus and the resistance of the section of conductor which can be calculated

by using

where p is resistivity (f)-crn)

tr is length in cm

f is thickness in cm

I4l is width in cm

A is area in cm2

The resistance can be rewlitten as

where -R" is sheet resistance (Cl/l) and a ! is clefined as LIW of the conductor.

To minimise the glound potential variation, the resista,nce of the ground bus should

be minimised. It is also recommended by PML that the voltage difference between

metal lines should be kept below l.SYlprn to avoicl possible damage of the bulk

GaAs and unexpected backgating. As for the width of signal buses, the resistance

is invelsely proportional to the width. However', the capacitance is proportional to

its width. The RC value is nearly constant ancl inclependent of line width. So the

iayout of signal lines just follow the minimum wiclth and spacing rules.
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In addition to the size and spacing rules which are in common with silicon ICs, a

special requirement for GaAs layout is that all the gates of MESFETs must be in

one direction. Aligning substrate to give maximum gain. GaAs exhibits different

transconductance in different directions due to lattice structure of material. An-

other main difference from the rules for silicon ICs is the space between gate contact

and source or drain (S/D) contact. Due to no native gate oxide isolating the gate

from S/D a space is required to assure acceptable leverse bteakdown voltage for the

Schottky barrier. And also to minimise the influence of parasitic capacitance.[ESHR]

5.3 Thermal design

Thermal considerations are a critical issue in layout. Beca,use the temperature tarse

due to the heat generatecl and accumulated in the chip, rvill enhance all failure mech-

anisms. Filst, the threshold voltage and carrier rnobility cleclease. So the switching

speed of transistors deglade. Then, electron migration an<[ hot electron injection ef-

fects worsen, junction leakage increases and corrosion mechanisms accelerate. Also

structure problems will appeal at the interfa,ces of cliffelent materials because of

different ternperatur-e coefficients. Therefore, in the thermal consideration the heat

generated in the chip must be conducted away by the packaging, and its effects on

the circuit pelfo.-mance rnust be minimised by using the techniques of circuit design

and layout.
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Minimizing the effects of heat can be achieved through

(1) reducing heat generation by using low voltage powel supply and low current.

(2) designing a less temperature sensitive circuit.

(3) properly distribute the heat over the chip. The first two tasks must be done

at the design phase and the third one can be achievecl by careful placement of the

heat sources of the circuit. Described in "Thermal modeling of MOS Integrated Cir-

cziú"[NOSH], the thermal effects and interaction in DAC operation are activated

through

- The self heating effect of heat generating elements

- The thermal interaction of the heat genera'tols

- The thermal effect of heat generator on non-heat generating elements

The concept is expressed mathematically as

N
T¿ : Tf"tÍ +lT¡-;

j=l

The heat generators are the current souïces in this case. The actual temperature rise

is a function of the numbel of curr-ent sources, theil separation and po\¡¡er consump-
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tion. Placing the counterparts of differential structures symmetrically to the heat

source can reduce the effect by common mode rejection. Another solution is to place

the sources at a large separation from each other at the expense of area "real estate".

5.4 Sorne layout techniques

The performance of an IC is heavily dependent on plocess variations . While this

problem is not yet able to be eliminated by process technology (if ever), design

may somewhat reduce the clamage through design ancl layout techniques. In this

section, some techniques used in IC layout to minimize the influence of process non-

uniformity are discussed. [PML][trPFL1]

5.4.L Control of absolute value

In silicon technology, transistors are defined by a diffusion region surrounded by

other types of diffusion. At tlie ends, contacts are installed to build the low resistance

interconnection. Due to the different shapes of the lesistor- and the contact, the

resistance is not the same as in the uniform part of the resistor. Therefore heavily

doped low resistivity diffusion regions are usecl to terminate the ends of the resistor
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Figui-e 5.1: Resistor layout

(figure 5.1)

The value of the resistor is calculated between the eclges of the heavily doped diffu-

sion regions. In GaAs, contact metals are placed at the encls of the diffusion regions

for transistors and ,-esistors, and the edges of the conta,ct metals the the edges of

diffusion to produce a good termination. Anothel uncer-tain '-esistance occurs in

the bends of a resistor. Although the resistance of the bent area can be estimated

as a Z f 2, it should be avoided at any possibility for a bettel control of the resistance.
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5.4.2 The layout of very large transistors

Figule 5.2 shows the basic stlucture of a transistor. In some cases very large tran-

sistors are needed in an IC either very long or very wide. To minimizethe area used

for large transistors, they are drawn in finger shapes. Ver-y often contacts are placed

in the fingers to reduce the source and drain series resistance'
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5.4.3 Matching structure

Device matching is especially important for GaAs differential circuits. Because the

GaAs process is not as mature as silicon, the difference between devices heavily rely

on the locations and how they are drawn. So, extra care must be taken to ensure

the best matching of the counterparts of the differential structure of the ADC am-

plifiers and between comparators. Matching structure is to design the same type

of device with one structure. For example, the diodes in the source follower of the

ADC comparator should use either diode connected transistors or simple Schottky

junction diodes, but not both.

5.4.4 Matching thermal effects

To minimize the mismatch caused by the influence of temperature, the matched

devices must be placed symmetrically to the heat source
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5.4.5 Matching shape and size

The same shapes and sizes must be used to draw the matched devices. Although

the required performance can be achieved by the ratio (-rB : Rr#) or the product

(C : C.^¿tarea.L.W), the variations of sizes are not proportional to the absolute

values. Therefore, differences will occur to the devices with different shape or size.

5.4.6 Minimum distance for matched devices

In order to minimize parameter differences between matched devices caused by pro-

cess variation and non-uniformity, the matched devices must be placed in close

proximity. In doing this the process sensitive and temperature sensitive devices are

the priorities.

5.4.7 Matching common-centroid geometries

Quad structured transistors is an example of this technique to compensate the con-

stant gradients. In this structure, four transistors are placed in a group and are

connected diagonally to form a pair of larger transistors. Due to the cross place-

ment the counterparts share the location related variation to each other. However,
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this structure increases the complexity of routing and takes much more chip area.

5.4.8 Matching orientation

Aligning FET gates in the same direction is mandatory for GaAs devices while it is

a good approach for silicon ICs to eliminate the dissymmetries of unisotropic sub-

strate, unisotropic process steps, and stress after packaging.

5.4.9 Matching the surroundings

Due to various possible reasons' which are not ¡ret clear, devices with different

surroundings generate variations in their performance. Thus, dummy devices are

used to create identicai surroundings for matched devices (figure 5.3).
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5.4.LO Compensation for interconnect

Figure 5.4 shows that the capacitance of a capacitor will be changed by changing

the alignment, and a tab can included to compensate for the variation
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5.5 The layout of the ADC

The normal procedure of implementing a layout starts fi-om a floor plan, then mod-

ules, composition cells and leaf cells IROWS][ESHR2]. Leaf cells define the physical

layout of the circuit. Composition cells contain only instances of other cells (leaf

and composition). Different modules contain cells that ale structurally unrelated.

Following this procedure the circuit layout is designed ancl presented. However, this

project covers the design of the analog part of an ADC, only the cells and modules

involved are built.

5.5.1 The floor plan

First, the floor plan is designed (figure 5.5) based on th.r functional blocks shown

below. The bonding pads are placed at the most convenient locations to connect

to the lelated function blocks. A 40 lead Quad Flat Pack (QFP) is assumed to be

the packing type, there ale 20 pads. Due to pïocess limitations the chip size should

not exceed 5 mm by 5 mm, and a length to width ratio gr-eater than 3 should be

avoided [PML].
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- four terminals for two reference voltage sources (one for the generation of 256

reference voltages, the other for the voltage shift used to bias the switches)

- one input signal terminal

- one voltage source for the bias of current soulces for the comparators

- four pads for two power supplies, one for the logic and one for the anaiog circuit

- two clock input pads, one for the generation of internal switching clock and

the other one fol the timing control of this circuit

- eight output pads.

As per tradition and for safety reasons, the power pa,ds are placed on the opposite

side to ground pads.

5.5.2 The comparator modules

Following the floor plan, the modules fol the compalators a,re designed. Displayed

in flgure 5.6, the DC buses are laid out first. The power rails and bias buses are

placed in the middle, and ground (GND) is placecl to separate them from the out

most clock bus. For symmetry and easy access, the sa.rne buses ale placed on both

sides of the cornparatol modules as mirror images' To la5' out the comparator

module, symmetry is an important consideration, the compa,ratol modules can be

made pointing up with two branches of cliffelential amplifier on two sides. This
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Figure 5.5: The floor plan of the ADC
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will cause the signal buses to cross all the DC buses along the length of the three

stage comparator. Moreover, the input switches can not be placed near the first

stage, because it will create asymmetry to the differential amplifier. Therefore, a

comparator whose centel line is parallel to the DC buses is designed. The branches

of the amplifiers are placed on the top and the bottom symmetrically.

Ideally, the resistor ladder should match the pitch of compalators and the reference

voltages can be fed directly into each comparatol without the vertical buses running

between them. However, it will make the resistor laddel vely large and waste a lot

of precious chip area. Therefore, 16 lines to transfel the lefelence voltages plus one

line for input signal ale placed between the resistor la.clcler and the quantizer. To

balance the capacitive load of each reference voltage line, ea,ch of the 16 lines must be

the same length, whether the bus connects to the nea,rest compalator or the farthest.

5.5.3 Layout of the switch

The layout of the analog switch is quite straight folward, placing the desired tran-

sistors with minimum spacing between them. Foul terminals must be provided for

interconnection. The layout (figure 5.7) of this switch is not suitable for use at the

ends of each 16 resistor- chain. However, flipping the stlucture horizontally creates

the switch for this need.
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6 rn{lp.rt0.03 f)/trmetai 2

3 mA/¡rm0.075 0/nmetal 1

0.25 rnA.l¡nn550 f)/!diffusion
Max. current densitySheet resistanceMaterial

Table 5.1: The comparison of resistor materials

5.5.4 Layout of the resistor ladder

The resistor ladder- generates the reference voltages fbr the ADC. The accuracy

of the resistance between each tap is directly relatecl to the linearity of the circuit.

Therefore, the design of the ladder is extremely irnportant in the design of the ADC.

Before the layout is carlied out, three materials which can be used to make resistors

are prepared.

In order to offel very high speed operation, the total lesistance of the 256 resistors

is specifled in the range of 10-30 ohm. Th:us, every lesistor is about 0.1 ohm. It is

impractical to use a diffusion lesistor in this scheme, sirtce the ratio of the width

over length will be about 5500 for each tap while it is 1.1 in metal 1 material and

3.3 in metal 2. When the full scan range (1 volt) is applied to the two ends of the

ladder', 50 mA will flow thlough each resistor. If metal 1 is selected, the width of

the resistor must be over 17 pm so not to exceecl the limit of culrent density, and
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the length will be close to 19 pm. In the case of using metal 2,lhe minimum width

is 8.4 pm and the length is 28 ¡-r,m. It is nearly impossible to build any shape other

than a square where the width equals the length. A square shape is not suitable to

build the ladder. This will be explained in the following text. Metal 2 interconnect

is the candidate material for the resistor ladder.

Apart from the same value of resistance in each tap, rnain objective in the design

of the resistol ladder is to keep the pattern of cu..-rent flow in each tap of the

resistor ladd.el identical. The variations in current pattelns will cause a variation

in voltage drop across each tap. Since 256 resistors placecl in a straight line is

impractical, and folding is necessary, this problem will be woÌsened at the end of

the lad.der or the cotneL where the resistol chain change clirection. Figule 5.8 shows

the different current patterns of a resistor ladder using sirnple lectangular or square

shape resistors. An L shape resistor with equivalent veltical ancl horizontal arms

can be used to form the ladder in which evely tesistol offels identical patterns of

current and assures the minirnization of the fluctuatiou of voltage drop no matter

how the resistors are connected.

This str.uctu¡e was not usecl because a large area was wa'stecl aiong the vertical arms

of the L shape resistor.s. Instead, a modified L shapecl l'esistor is clesigned based on

this idea. Demonstrated in figure 5.9, the conta,cts of the resistor tap are placed

in two asymmetrical positions. This offers an iclentical current pattern over the
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Figure 5.9: The modified L shape lesistol tap

resistol ladder, including the corners. Since one analog switch will be attached to

each resistor to transfel the voltage level to the quantizer, the actual length of each

tap should rnatch the length of the switch and so the distances of interconnects can

be minimized.

As long as the resistance of the ladder is small, tire absolute value is not an im-

portant issue. However, the uniformity along the full length of the resistor chain

is very critical to the accuracy of the ADC. In the design of this lesistor ladder,

an unbloken piece of metal line is used and no contact lesistance is involved in the

currentpath.Contactsappearintheladderonl¡l¡gpickupthevoltagelevelsand

no current willflow thlough the contacts. This asstll'es rninimum disturbance to the

generated leference voltages.
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Putting together the designs of the resistor laclder ancl the switches in which the

sizes are matched, is shown in figure 5.10, a module of the resistor ladder. By du-

plicating this module eight times the resistor ladder and the control switches are

in place. Then 16 buses for the coarse reference volta,ges and 16 for the fine are

running flom side to side of the ladder. Each row of 16 su'itches are connected to a

signal line, which controls the selection of the row of taps, and a shifted voltage level

to bias the switches. This shifted voltage is generatecl by a second resistor string.

An important consideration in this part of the layout is to balance the RC constants

of each tap. This constant is determined by the capa.citive load of the buses used

to transfer the leference voltages and the resistance of the switches. In order to

minimise the difference of the RC value, the length of tlre 16 buses for the coarse

reference voltages must be iclentical, and so are the lengths of the 16 lines for the

flne reference voltage.

At the ends of each 16 taps, the space is not enough for the switches to be placed

in line with the other' 14. Due to the orientation of the lesistors connected, two

switches must be placed in different direction and the structur-e of the switches is

made by flipping the original clesign horizontally. The extla length of the lines must

be as small as possible.
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5.6 Comparator layout

The layout of the comparator is a critical part of the circuit. A totally symmetrical

structur-e is necessary to ensure the accuracy of opelation. Based on the considera-

tions discussed in the early part of this chapter, devices ale placed in close proximity

to their counterparts in the comparator. Moreover', clue to gate series resistance,

very long gates are not used and finger transistors a.r'e tsed instead. Two current

sources of the source followers and a current source of the differential arnplifier are

separated by the feedback switches. The width of the inpr.tt capacitors can be ad-

justed for the best fit, as long as the capacitors are not too long. All the devices are

placed symmetrically to the current sources and heat generators. The layout of the

amplifier and the soulce follower are shown in figur-e 5.12 ancl figure 5.13.

Four switches controlled by three clock lines are recluilecl to manipulate the ref-

erence voltages and the input signal fed into the comparator. Two switches are

connected to the coarse reference voltage and are controlled by a clock signal whiie

the othel switches are connected to the fine refelence voltage and input signal and

controlled by two separated clock buses' Again fol s5'n1r¡stry rea'sons the two clock

lines are used to pass the clock signal from the input contlol switches to the feedback

switches in the comparator, though they transfel the same signal. The circuit needs

only one soulce follower attached to the input path to pi:ovide the voltage shift for

the switches in all comparator-s for the selection of inpr-tt signal.
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5.7 The layout of a bit slice and a test chip

The last part of the layout work is to duplicate the the comparator twice and connect

them in series to form a three stage comparator. Displayed in figure 5.15 is the

complete comparator circuit with four switches in front of it and a source follower

to provide a shifted voltage for the switch of the input signal. This layout is shown

with bonding pads. It can be fabricated as a vehicle to measule the performance of

this design. In order to facilitate the test and monitor the response at each node, a

single stage amplifier is also laid out with and without the switches in front of it.
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Chapter 6

Discussion and future work

6.1- The error sources in the design

The simulation of the ADC circuit shows a satisfactory result. However, the study

so far assumes no disturbances to the currents, voltages, resistances and capaci-

tances in the circuit. In real operation, the performance of the devices may vary by

the operating conditions, fabrication process variation, and age. All of these factors

will cause degradation to the accuracy of the circuit. In this chapter, the possible

sources which may produce accuracy problems will be discussed.
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nonllnearity
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12345LSB

Analog input

Figure 6.1: The definition of nonlineality

In the study of accuracy, "nonlinearity" is the inclicatot' used to show the extent

of the inaccuracy of an ADC. Nonlinearity can be clivided into two components,

defined as: [ALLEN2]

- differential nonlinearity - the variation of the analog value between adjacent

pairs of digital numbels ovel the full range of cligital outpttt.

- integral nonlinearity - the maximum deviation of the output digital codes

from a straight line dra,wn throrrgh zero and full scale (figure 6.1).

Nonlinearity is the combinecl result of almost all kincls of erLot, including hysteresis,

offset voltage, noise, mismatch, power supply fluctuation, refeLence voltage inaccu-

racy, aperture error ...etc. Blrors likeLlf and thelmal noise which a e very small
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Figure 6.2: Missing codes and nonmonotonicity

compared to 1 LSB will not be discussecl here. When nonlinearity exceeds |lSn,

missing codes or nonmonotonicity will occur ancl a false cligital output word will be

given (figure 6.2). Therefole all possible errors shoulcl be restlicted to within this

limit.

6.1.1 Hysteresis and offset voltage

In the design, compalator offset is mostly nulled by the feedback switches during

the self caliblation period, only a vely small amount of residual offset will remain.

The effects of unbalanced offsets are isolated by the coupling capa,citols between

comparator stages. The clifferential output voltage plocluced by the lesidual offsets

at the last stage is about 20 mV and is equivalent to 0.2 mV of input offset when
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total gain is 100. Therefore the offset will not cause an a,cctllacy problem

Hysteresis in the differential amplifier of the compa,rators is reduced to a negligible

level by the use of bootstrapping configulation which lestricts the valiation of V¿".

In the soul'ce followers of the comparators, hysteresis still exists. However, the hys-

teresis is proportional to the I/¿" variation which is not glea,tel than the specifled full

scale range (1V) in this cilcuit. As a reference, the biasecl ca,scocled configuration in

[DUCO2] (with PML technology) offers the same orclel of V¿" swing as our ADC and

about 10 mV of hysteresis was measured. Therefole, the hysteresis in our design is

expected to be in 10 mV r-ange.

The power supply noise is cancelled by the differential st'-ucture of the comparator.

However, a power supply fluctuation which is greater than lV will cause insufficient

7¿" bias to the current souïce of the comparator which is originally biased to 1.5V.

Consequently, the cullent and voltage gain will clegrade.

One major reason for leference voltage er'.ol is the ina,cculacy of the applied refer-

ence voltage sour.-ce. This will cause an output offset between the ideal and actual

transition levels. The mismatch of the effective resistance of the resistor tap will

cause a valiation of the voltage difference between two adjacent transition levels

over the full input r-ange. This eventually causes the diffelential nonlinearity. The

mismatch of the effective tap resistance can be intloclucecl by process variation and
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difierent current patterns in each tap. Since the layout produced identical current

patterns in every tap, we assume pÌ-ocess variation is the ma,in contributor to the

error. Based on PML's statistics, the variation metal line lesistance is less than 5%.

It is too small to generate problem.

A rnajor cause of apelture elroï is clock jitter. This ploblem is of great con-cern ln

high speed ADCs, especially for those using a flash alchitecture. A sample and hold

(S/H) circuit is an effective solution to this problern although the offset of the S/H

will incr-ease the nonlineality, however, S/H will not be cliscussed in detail.

The voltages sensed at the input and reference terminals will be affected by the

RC constant of the buses and the input coupling capa,citors. In addition to the

parasitic capacitances of the bus which is made identical for each refelence voltage

bus, the channel resistance of the switch is another main factol of the RC constant.

In the lesistor ladder, eveïy 16 switches in a, row ttses a shiftecl voltage from the

first tap to bias the gates of the switching transistors. Meanwhile, their source ends

are connected to 16 taps separately. Therefole the cliffelence of the source voltage

between the first and the last switch in the row is 15 LSB (60 mV). This means

lhe Vs" of the switches has a voltage difference of 60 mV plus the threshold vari-

ation. Consequentiy, the speecl of the resistol laclclel is tletelminecl by the by the

least biased switch. However, thìs affects only the time required to r-echarge the

input capacitors which is not of much concer-n assuming the chalge stored in the
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capacitors are conserved during operation.

The process variation may cause a 5% difference in the values between the two input

capacitors. This will induce the same ratio of voltage clifference between the input

and the reference side of the comparator and induces an offset to the transition lev-

els. Other normal error- sources such as glitch and clock feedthrough are suppressed

by the differential structure and the small switches usecl.

6.2 Future work

In this research we do not cover the design of a S/H circuit, the logic and clock

generator. Thus, to complete the full ADC design, they rnust be included. Fur-

thermore, the simulation para,meters and the model of the clepletion MESFET was

not available at the time the design was implementecl. Therefole, the advantages of

depletion MtrSFET over enhancement MESFtrT was not utilized in the design. It

is expected to improve the per-formance of the ADC in the future work. Here are

some hints when this design will be carried out further'.
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6.2.'1, Error correction algorithm

An error correction algorithm can be used in this design to increase the accuracy

and reduce the coarse comparison time. In the ADC circuit, 16 comparators are

used to perform the quantization. The level difference between any two coarse ref-

erence voltages is equivalent to 16 LSB. Assuming Vn ) Vt and V¡ is equivalent

to the digital word 1110 0000, the circuit '¡'ill seek for a conclusion from the range

1110 0000 to 1110 1111 in the coarse comparison. When Vn i, sensed to be less

than 0.5 LSB above V¡, at the end of sampling period ancl the comparatot is unable

to resolve the difference between the two, an erlor lesult saying Un < V¿ may be

concluded from the coarse corrrparison. Therefore, the maximurn lesult of the fi.ne

comparison will be 1101 1111, one LSB away fi'orn what it shoulcl be.

If 18 cornpalators instead of 16 are used in the circuit, anct all are used for fine

comparison, two extla cornparators will cover one LSB above and one below the

selected range for fine comparison. When the probiem occul's a,t coa'rse comparison,

the result of fine comparison will still be 1110 0000 ancl the error is avoided. Natu-

rally, the logic involved will be more complex. In the case of including many more

comparators, a wideï ïange of error can be correctecl in the fine comparison. This

means a larger eïror.' can be toierated in coarse conpalison so the cir-cuit does not

need to wait until the sampled signal has settlecl before the fine compalison can be

started. So the time fol coalse comparison can be reclucecl'
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6.3 The elirnination of self calibration

Since consumes about a half of the operation time, the circuit should be able to

work at twice the speed if the self calibration time can be eliminated. This can

possibly achieved through three \4¡ays. The first, to cancel the performance of self

calibration. Due to the use of coupling capacitors ancl low voltage gain in each

of the three stages, the initial output differential voltage is much smaller than the

output swing, and the coupling capacitors isolated the offset voltage in each stage.

So the offset is not a majol conceLn in the opela,tion. Horn'eveL, the charges in the

input capacitors needed to be refreshed peliodically. Therefore, a modified design

without feedback switch but with lechalging function ca,n possibly achieve double

operating speed.

The second way of doing this is to use another set of 16 comparatols. When one

set is wolking on the compalison, the other set can clo the self calibration and

then rotate. Because the charge loss from the input ca,pacitols is very small, if the

gate-soulce voltage is kept below 0.4V, the self calibration ancl recharging can be

performed in every two or more operation cycles. This gives mole time fol the spare

quantizer to complete the self calibration ancl be reacly fbl its next mission and allow

higher speed at the cost of a larger chip size ancl highel l)ower consumption.

The last proposal is to use a cyclic autozeroing schemefMAss]. This method allows
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the 16 comparators to perform the self calibration one after the othel while they

are in operation with a 17 LSB maximum worst case error which occurs when Vn is

above V¿ within 0.5 LSB and the cyclic autozeroing is taking place at the (k - 1)th

comparator. The result of the coarse comparison may say Vn ) Vx-2, and the final

result is Vn : V*-t - 1 LSB, however the overall accuracy of this scheme should be

estimated by using statistics.

6.3.1- The use of a depletion mode MESFET

The advantages of depletion MtrSFET over a,n enha,ncernent MESFBT are mainly

the higher transconductance, g* and higher driving capability while the larger Cr"

is a drawback. A comparison of the basic electrical charactelistics of the two is

given [PML]

For 7¿" - 2Y, Vn" :0.4V, W : 1000 p,rn

EMESFET 1d,", :60 mA, Id" : 10.8 mA, Cs" : 1087 .fF, Csd : 185 /F, g* : 87

mS

DMESFET 1,J"" :200 mA, Ia, : 26 rn\,Cs" : 1739 JF, Csa: 119 fF, g^ : 222 mS

The application of DMESFtrTs in the design will introcluce substantial advantages
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Figure 6.3: The restricted input r-ange

to the performance;

1) Speed improvement. If DMESFETs are used in the comparator with the same

power and current the channelwidth W can be recluced lty afactor of 3.3 because

of the 1¿"", but the capacitance of Cs"tCsa per unit length is also magnifred by 1.5.

So the capacitance of the DMtrSFET will be 2.2 times smaller than an EMESFET,

and so is the response time.

2) With the use of DMESFETs in the differential amplifiers, the source followers

may be eliminated. In the current design, if the output nodes are connected to the

input gates without bufiers during the self calibration, the input dynamic range will

be severely restricted. This is explained in the following discussion.
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Figure 6.4: Modified circuit with DMESFET

Initiaily V"-V¿ 2 V-Va-V¿ (figure 6.3), so V > I4-Il, must be satisfied to saturate

Q2. Thus V.+U > Va. Also Vø> V¿+Vis needed to tuln o]l.IQ2 a'ndV¿>V-U

is required to saturate Ql. so valv 2 % and vt,2va+u> %. consequently,

the voltage level at the initial state is set to V + U 2 Vu 2 Vo )- V¿ > V" - U.

Then if a positive2LV is applied, V¿ will go clown by AI/ as explained on page

95, and % will go down by AV.Au. So Vb-V>-V+ LV.Au whichis limited

to 0.7V by the Schottky gate junction. Thus, V" - LV ' Au ) l/¿ - LV and

Vo -V¿ > - LV(Au * 1) > -U. Therefore, LV < h, the input is limited to very

small range. To prevent this problem, source followels are included to ptovide level

shift.

With the use of DMESFETs, due to the negative \/, this problem will not occur' so

the output can be connectecl directly to the input for self calibration. Moleover, the

bias voltage of the bootstrapping can be a fixecl voltage above the common mode

levei. The modified design is illustrated in figule 6'4.
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Figure 6.5: The use of DMESFETs as loads and cument sources

3) With DMtrSFETs in the current source of the source followers and amplifiers a

self bootstrapping configuration can be used to eliminate the bias voltage ancl the

associated fluctuation (figure 6.5). DMtrSFETs can also be used as active loads to

increase gain [TEMES].

6.4 Conclusion

In this research, the design techniques for silicon ADCs are studied. The achievable

improvements and the limitations of scaling silicon MOS devices are investigated
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to understand their pelforma,nce in extleme conditions. Due to the physical lim-

itations, silicon devices are unable to provide high speed opelation at low power

consumption with the current process technology. In contrast, GaAs is attracting

more attention recently for its superior characteristics and the potential in the ap-

plication of high speed conversions.

Designs of an ADC operating in the GHz region ha,ve been reported, yet the hys-

teresis and the offset associated with GaAs devices resti-icts the accuracy of the

circuits. The design of an 8 bit ADC in this resear-ch introduces a simple com-

parator stlucture in which a reference sampling scheme is usecl to reduce the time

needed for input sampling, a bootstrapping structute is used {or hyster-esis reduc-

tion, feedback switches are used to perform the self calibration and refreshing the

input capacitors and a differential structure is usecl to suppress common mode noise.

The simulation results show that this circuit can offer' 8 bit tesolution ideally at

about 700 MHz wìth only 256 mW power dissipation fbl the quantizer. However,

the temperature efiect is not simulated and the hystelesis effect needs to be further

investigated and reduced. Further improvement in speed ancl simplicity can be

achieved by using DMESFtrTs. Also a measurement of the realisecl chip of this

cilcuit will help to understand the actual per-forrna,nce and the shortcornings of the

design. A genuine 8 bit, I GHz ADC should not be fal away.
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Appendix A

Analysis of the self calibration

time

Due to the unavailability of a high voltage gain, the comparator is designed using

cascaded stages and each stage is connected through a capacitive coupling. In

classical architectures, the speed limitation during the self calibration phase occurs

only in the first stage. When using a differential comparator as is illustrated in

flgure 4.1, both channels behave in the same manner.

Figure 4.2 shows a simplified model of a half section of the first stage with its input
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switch connected to the reference voltage U _ I. C1 is the sampling capacitance, C2

is the comparator input capacitance including the Miller capacitance. r?r is the sum

of the input switch resistance and the output resistance of the resistive ladder. -Rz

is the resistance of the feedback switch, which also includes the output resistance

of the amplifier stage. The DC characteristics of the stage which is assumed to be

simiiar.to that of an inverter with threshold voltage uz, is given by:

v..r(t) - A. (u, - vr(t)) t [Jz : (A + t) .Uz - A.V2(t) (4.1)

When this stage is connectecl in closed loop, its input ancl output converge toward

the threshold voltage (Jz. In the Laplace doma,in, when the switch is closed the

constant term (A + 1) ' [J2 in equation 4.1 is clivic{ecl by s. In figure 4.2, u1(0-)

represents the initial voltage across capacitol Cl. The voltage u2 across capacitor

C2 is given hy:

u2(s) : (1 + sfi1C1) Uz*sR:rC{Ut-rr(0-)) (A.2)
((1 + s,R1C') ' (1 -l sRiCz) t sai'l)s

where R;: h
usually, c1 is much larger than c2, and hence u2(s) may be rewritten as

u2(s) : (1 + sfi1c1) Uz*sfuiCt.(Ur-ur(0-))
(1 + s(rqll lR)cz).(1 + s(h * Ri )Cr)

where Rt I I Ri is the value of parallelled -Br ancl rB|.

(A.3)
s
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The final value of u2 with increasing time is [/2:

lim uz(ú) : lir4 s.u2(s) : U,
f+æ '\ / s+O

At the beginning of the operations, C1 is discharged and the slowest time constant

is (,R1 + RÐ.Cr. Consequently, the first self calibration is slow, but it occurs only

once at the initial stage. When the voltage across Cl is (U1-Uz), it may be assumed

constant. Then u2(s) is given by:

ffiu'
(A.4)

and we see that the only time constant is (hl lR;) ' Cz. tlsually, the gain per stage

is less than 10, and (fu I I RÐ ' Ct may be approximated to R, ' C,
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Appendix B

Low frequency analysis of the

source follo!\¡er

The circuit of the soulce follower can be drawn as the small signal equivalent circuit

in figure B.1. Then

V.z' sC 2 I Voz' G o : (Vo, - V"z)' G aG *' (U - V) : Va' G ¿ I (V.t - V.z)' G u + Va' sC I

(B.1)
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Figure B.1: The small signal equivalent cilcuit

where

G- is the transconductance of Q1

G¿ is the output conductance of Q1

G¡ is the output conductance of the diode di

Go is the output conductance of the current source Q2

The equation 8.1 can be transformed into

)
(8.2)

Applied equation 8.2 to equation 8.1, we can have

V.t'(G¿ -l Gu * G* -
Ga

1+ u
a

then
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V"I: G^ .V¿
(8.4)

Gd+G^+Gb-Gb'11 + Go*sC7
Gb

Usually, Go is small when the transistor operates in saturation region, and Gb can be

made much greater than Go by imposing a large current. Therefore, Gu Þ G"+ sC2

is valid at mid or low frequency or low output capacitive load and Vt : Vo2 can be

achieved with very little tolerance. In our design sC2 is very small, so this condition

can be presumed true, and the source follower is tleatecl as a typical soulce follower

without the diode. So, the gain of this stage is

Au¿n
G^ (8.5)Vt

u G*TG¿

8.1_ Differential amplifier low frequency analysis

A basic differential amplifier connects the sources of two inverters together (figure

8.2.a) and each one responds to half of the input voltage in opposite direction. If

we neglect the fluctuation of the common mocle level at nocle C, the amplifier can

be treated as an inverter with the input equal io V - V' (figure B'2.b).

Applying this algument to the designed amplifier, the bootstrapping structure can

be simplified as in figure B.3.a. For further analysis, the simplified circuit is redrawn

as a small signal equivalent circuit as shown in figule 8.3.b.
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Figure 8.2: The simplified circuit of the comparator
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Figure 8.3: Simplified equivalent circuit of the differential amplifier

Then

G*t 'V, + Gn 'Vn : G^2 'Vz I G¿2 'I/¿2 : -Gt 'Vo (B.6)

where

G-r and G,2 are the transconductances of Q1 ancl Q2 respectively

G¿r and G¿2 ate the output conductances of Q1 and Q2 respectively

GmVin
Gdl

Gd2GmV2

mV¡n

and
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Vdi+V¿z:V

Vn:Vz*Vat

SO

V:Vn-Vz*V¿z (B.7)

From equation 8.6 we have

G*t'V*Gaz(Vz-V^+V") -- -Gt'VoG^t'V,+Gn(V,-Vz) - -Gt '% (B'8)

solving equation B.8 we get

G*tlG¿t)V"*Q'V(Vz-
G¿t

G¿t

then we have

(G * - G * + G ^' 
G n * G *. G az)Vn* (G *' G t + G az' G t I G ¿t' G ¿z I G at' G t)V : 0 ( B' 1 2)

(B.e)

SinceQlandQ2arechosenidentical,Gmt:Gm2:G-'RearrangingEq'B'8and

applying above result to it yields

(G^ + G¿r)V, - G¿z' V* + (Gaz * G)V. : o (8.10)

(G* + G ¿r)l(G * r G at)V" * G¡' V'l
- Ga, .V* + (Gaz I Gt)V -- 0 (8.11)
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Consequently, the voltage gain is given by

V G*(G^*Ga¡Gar) (8.13)
w G¡(G* I Gn * G¿z I G¿l'G¿z \

Gtt

Since it is easy to make G* I Gatl G¿zÞ (Got.Ga")lQ. Therefore, the gain of

this amplifier is expressed as

VG^ (8.14)
V" Gt

Finally the equivalent circuit of the differential amplifier can be further simplifred

as an ideal inverter with no output conductance G¿ (figure 8.3.c).
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Appendix C

High frequency analysis of the

cornparator

Following the results obtained in Appendix B, the simplified ecluivalent circuits of

the source follower and the amplifrer are used in the analysis of high frequency be-

haviour of the comparator. At high frequency the effects of the stray capacitances,

which are ignored in low frequency analysis, must be included. Thus, the small

signal equivalent circuit is redrawn in figure C.1.

where

.R" is the input resistance

Cna¡ is the gate to drain capacitance of Qf
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Figure C.1: The simplified high frequency equivalent circuit

Cn"¡ is the gate to source capacitance of Qf

Cna is the gate to drain capacitance of Qa

Cn, is the gate to source capacitance of Qa

Csao is the gate to drain capacitance of Qo

G¿¡ is the output conductance of Qf

Go is the output conductance of Qo

G^¡ ís the transconductance of Qf

G* is the transconductance of Qa

A: -G*l(& -f sCn¿) is the gain of the inverter

The source to drain capacitances a e very small comparecl with gate to drain and

gate to souïce capacitances, so they are neglectecl in the analysis. In the design' -R"

is mainly introduced by ihe channel resistance of the ilput switch, and C¿ is the
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Csa¡ of the following stage

(V" - U)G" : (U - Vl)sCn"r + U' sCg¿r (c.1)

(v-vt¡çscs"f ¡G*ì:vI(G¿¡ tG"+ s(Csao+ Cs"* Csa(l + A))) (C.2)

(c.3)v"(G, * s(C¡ + Cnù) : -G* .VI

from equation C.2 and equation C.3

VG*
v7 

: - Gt + sc t + sc rdv(G 
* ¡ + "c n, Í) : v ll(G * ¡ IG ¿¡ *G.) -f s(c na'*c s" ¡ lc s "lc na

(c.4)

then we have

VT G^Í ¡ sCs"¡
- Ar¿n (C.5)

G^¡ I Ga¡ I G, + s(Csds * Cs"Í I Cs" I Csa (1 + A))

Apptying the equation C.5 to equation C.1 yields

Vn' G" : V(G" ¡ s(Cs"¡ * Csa¡ - Au;n' Cn"¡)) (c.6)

For good source follower the gain, Au¿n is very close to unity. So, the capacitance

u

u G,

W G" ¡ sCna¡

Cs"¡ is cancelled, then

2I0

(c.7)



The final ecluation is

vo I/o vr
vn v7 14

-G,(G*¡ ! sCn"¡)G^
t,'.I /.
''¿vzn - (G" + "Cn¿¡)l(G^¡ 

I G¿¡ + G.) ¡ s(Cna"* Cs"Í I Cn, + (1 + A)

(c.8)
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